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CONCEALED AND LOVED, WALKING IN THE 
PRESENCE OF THE LORD 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Ps 145:20   “20 The Lord preserves all those who love Him , but all the wicked 
will He destroy.” 
 
“Father, You will keep me concealed  and close to You.”  Yahweh keeps  all who 
love  Him. 
 
Every promise in the Word of God is conditional . 
 
“If you will obey Me…then  I will…(the blessing/promises follow)” 
 
John 14:5,21   “5 Thomas said to Him, Lord, we do not know where You are 
going, so how can we know the way? 
21 The person  who has My commands and keeps them  is the one who 
[really] loves Me ; and whoever [really] loves Me will be loved by My Father , 
and I [too] will love him and will show (reveal, manife st) Myself to him.  [I will 
let Myself be clearly seen by him and make Myself real to him.]” 
 
To love  Him means to obey  Him. 
 
Conclusion :   For the Lord to conceal me, I need to love Him.   
 
To love Him means I need to be obedient to all  that He asks me.  If I do not 
obey, I am NOT concealed! 
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PART A: CYCLES OF INTIMACY 
 
1. BEHOLDING AND BECOMING 
 
You become what you behold. 
 
2 Cor 3:12-18   “12 Since we have such [glorious] hope  (such 
joyful and confident expectation), we speak very freely and 
openly and fearlessly. 
13 Nor [do we act] like Moses, who put a veil over his face so 
that the Israelites might not gaze upon the finish of the vanishing [splendor which 
had been upon it]. 
14 In fact, their minds were grown hard and calloused [they had become dull and 
had lost the power of understanding]; for until this present day, when the Old 
Testament (the old covenant) is being read, that same veil still lies [on their 
hearts], not being lifted [to reveal] that in Christ it is made void and done away. 
15 Yes, down to this [very] day whenever Moses is read, a veil lies upon their 
minds and hearts. 
16 But whenever a person turns [in repentance] to the Lord, the veil is stripped 
off and taken away. 
17 Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is liberty 
(emancipation from bondage, freedom). 
18 And all of us, as with unveiled face, [because we] continued to behold [in the 
Word of God] as in a mirror the glory of the Lord, are constantly being 
transfigured into His very own image in ever increa sing splendor and from 
one degree of glory to another ; [for this comes] from the Lord [Who is] the 
Spirit.” 
 
The Glory of God 
 
Today many things are being said about the glory of God .  The success of the 
Church in the next time period will not be determined by the amount of people 
you have baptized, how much you have grown, how many home cells you have, 
the size of your budget, your influence over the city in your region, etc.  Success 
will be determined by the degree of the glory of God  contained in your 
meetings. 
 
Ex. 33:13-18   “13 Now therefore, I pray You, if I have found favor in Your sight, 
show me now Your way, that I may know You  [progressively become more 
deeply and intimately acquainted with You, perceiving and recognizing and 
understanding more strongly and clearly] and that I may find favor in Your sight. 
And [Lord, do] consider that this nation is Your people. 
14 And the Lord said, My Presence shall go with you, and I will give you rest . 
15 And Moses said to the Lord, If Your Presence does not go with me, do not 
carry us up from here! 
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16 For by what shall it be known that I and Your people have found favor in Your 
sight? Is it not in Your going with us so that we are distinguished, I and Your 
people, from all the other people upon the face of the earth? 
17 And the Lord said to Moses, I will do this thing also that you have asked, for 
you have found favor, loving-kindness, and mercy in  My sight and I know 
you personally and by name . 
18 And Moses said, I beseech You, show me Your glory .” 
 
We used to measure success by results.  God has never measured success by 
results.  We have to value the manifest presence of God  more than anything 
else.  The Church has settled for the omnipresence of God.  God is always with 
us but we don’t feel it! 
 
Temple Worship 
 
Worship is becoming more and more vital in these days.  God is restoring temple 
worship.  People went to the temple for three reasons: 

1. To worship God. 
2. To make an offering. 
3. To pray. 

 
People went to the synagogue for three reasons: 

1. To hear the Word of God. 
2. To receive ministry. 
3. To have fellowship. 

 
Worship  draws us into the very Presence of God.  There are different 
“frequencies” in worship. (Like a radio that has different frequencies with different 
programs.  God’s ear tunes into all frequencies and not only certain programs.)  If 
the worship is not according to your “style”, be careful not to judge others on how 
they worship God. 
 
If you want to see God’s glory  you will have to do things according to God’s 
terms and according to His ways.   

� Salvation is on God’s terms.   
� Answers to prayer are also on God’s terms.   
� And revival – but there are terms and conditions. 

 
“Waste” a whole evening on God.  Come together for meetings with only one 
thing in mind: Seeking His Presence! 
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2. THE CONDITIONS FOR HIS PRESENCE 
 
Transformation comes from beholding Jesus.  Come together corporately to 
behold Jesus from a place of rest, from a place of beholding and from a place of 
adoration.   
 
There is a discipline  to rest, to beholding God.  This is part of the conditions for 
His Presence. 
 
We have been taught by the Holy Spirit to have God as the focus-object of our 
worship and love. 
 
But now, the Holy Spirit is changing the ground rules.  He is teaching us to 
experience worship where the touch of God, His pleasure in us, will cause a spirit 
of adoration  to well up and overflow in your hearts. 
 
He is teaching us how to dwell in God’s Presence, how to be touched by God 
and how to rest in His everlasting arms so that transformation can take place. 
 
Devotion to God is more about being  and not doing .  We have to learn to rest in 
God’s Presence so that we will be able to see into the Spirit – servant of Elisha.  
When we see Who God is, our prayer will be changed. 
 
There is no place to get  to in God because you are already there – in Christ.  
You are already in the center of His heart – learn how to rest there.  Learn to be 
patient  before the Lord. 
 
God wants to DRAW you with His love – you don’t need to earn  His love. 
 
Mary and Martha 
 
Luke 10:38-42   “38 Now while they were on their way, it 
occurred that Jesus entered a certain village, and a woman 
named Martha received and welcomed Him into her house. 
39 And she had a sister named Mary , who seated herself at the 
Lord’s feet and was listening to His teaching . 
40 But Martha  [overly occupied and too busy] was distracted 
with much serving ; and she came up to Him and said, Lord, is 
it nothing to You that my sister has left me to serve alone? Tell 
her then to help me [to lend a hand and do her part along with me]! 
41 But the Lord replied to her by saying, Martha, Martha, you are anxious  and 
troubled  about many things ; 
42 There is need of only one or but a few things. Mary has chosen the good 
portion  [that which is to her advantage], which shall not be taken away from 
her .” 
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In the West we are continuously trying to prove ourselves.  We believe, “I’ve got 
to be doing something”.  We are focused on activity, justifying our existence, 
proving we are real and proving we can do it. 
 
Martha represents our soul:   Your soul needs 
activity;  can’t just sit around;  must be doing 
things, e.g. reading, studying, praying, singing, etc.  
Your soul needs goals, objectives, aims, 
achievements – this is not wrong.  That’s why 
our soul needs to be saved – every single 
day. 
 
Mary represents our spirit:   Attitude of 
rest;  focused on Him. 
 
Mary sat at the feet of Jesus. 
 
Unfortunately, many of us are living from our soul and not from our spirit. 
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3. TO REST IN THE LORD 
 
DIVINE ORDER  �   
 
 
It takes discipline to rest .  Work at resting! 
 
Heb. 4:11   “11 Let us therefore be zealous  and exert ourselves  and strive  
diligently to enter that rest [of God , to know and experience it for ourselves], 
that no one may fall or perish by the same kind of unbelief and disobedience [into 
which those in the wilderness fell].” 
 
To rest in the Lord is to bring your mind under the control of the Holy Spirit.  
“Take every thought captive to the person of Christ.”  Focus on Jesus – discipline 
your mind!  If your mind wanders away, wander after it with Jesus and bring it 
back – over and over – until you’ve disciplined it.  No panic!  God enjoys you.  
“I’m willing to be willing.” 
 
Is 26:3   “You will guard him and keep him in perfect and constant peace whose 
mind  [both its inclination and its character] is stayed on You , because he 
commits himself to You, leans on You, and hopes confidently in You.” 
 
When you learn to live in rest , you’re beginning  to see the other perspective 
that God wants to show you. 
 
Through the discipline of rest your faith  begins to rise. 
 
“Father, will You help me bring my soul under submission to my spirit.”  Find the 
joy of doing this with God. 
 
You can’t change the way that the soul works.  Let your spirit rise up to redirect 
your soul.  For years our soul is unbridled:  It lives by its emotions, makes all the 
decisions and does what the “I” wants. 
 
Now it needs discipline . 
 
If the spirit is in charge, you’re giving it capacity and strengthening your inner 
man. 
 
When you’re under pressure, practice over and over to step back into your spirit 
and then your spirit man will step forward into the situation � entering into REST. 
 
This is what is meant by rest is a weapon  against the enemy.  When you are at 
rest, the enemy cannot touch your mind nor your emotions because you’re 
focusing on God. 
 

SPIRIT SOUL BODY � � 
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Living in your soul makes you susceptible to whatever is coming 
after you.  Entering your place in REST is your secret  
place;  God is your refuge ;  He is your fortress ;  
hiding place ;  stronghold . 
 
Prov. 10:29   “29 The way of the Lord  is strength  and a 
stronghold  to the upright, but it is destruction to the workers 
of iniquity.” 
 
Many of us believe that we have to get  to a certain place in God to be able to 
experience His Presence.  We search for methods or formulas.  We ask the 
question:  “How do I get  there?!”  What we need to know is that there is no such 
place that you need to get  to in the spirit.  You are already there  – in the 
Presence of God.  He is the Alpha and the Omega and all in between.  He is the 
start of the journey;  He is the end of the journey and He is the whole journey. 
 
Some of us are so hung-up on our destination;  we forget to enjoy the journey. 
 
Don’t come with things to do – just learn about being  in His Presence. 
 
When you live in the spirit – in REST – people accuse you, “Don’t you care?!”  
E.g. Martha;  In Luke 4 we read about a storm and Jesus in the boat sleeping.  
Again the disciples asked Jesus, “Don’t you care?!” 
 
Psalm 46  starts with an earthquake and ends with “Be still”. 
 
Ps. 46:2   “2 Therefore we will not fear , though the earth should change and 
though the mountains be shaken into the midst of the seas,” 
 
Ps. 46:10   “10 Let be and be still , and know  
(recognize and understand) that I am God . I 
will be exalted among the nations! I will be 
exalted in the earth!” 
 
If we are living in our soul we will be full of 
restless activity, panic, stress, and shouting 
out, “God help me!”  It is so loud inside that 
we do not hear His still small voice. 
 
The Holy Spirit is your Tutor to help you 
understand the ways of God, the mind of 
God and the will of God.  He is your Tutor to 
help bring you into the manifest Presence of 
God.  He will show you the paths of God 
and how to pray. 
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4. TWO CYCLES OF BEING IN GOD’S PRESENCE 
 
1. Manifestations / Visitation 
 
See Him, feel Him, joy, laughter, shakings, rollings, etc. 
 
When you’re in this cycle, God is busy working in your soul . 
 
2.  Hiddenness 
 
Job 23:8-10   “8 Behold, I go forward [and to the east], but He is not there ; I go 
backward [and to the west], but I cannot perceive Him ; 
9 On the left hand [and to the north] where He works [I seek Him], but I cannot 
behold Him ; He turns Himself to the right hand [and to the south], but I cannot 
see Him . 
10 But He knows the way that I take [He has concern for it, appreciates, and 
pays attention to it]. When He has tried me, I shall come forth as refined gold 
[pure and luminous].” 
 
He always hides right next to you!  He plays hide-and-seek with you so that you 
will look for Him!  This cycle leads you to look beyond the natural.  When you are 
in this cycle, God is busy working in your spirit . 
 
Don’t love the experience more than the Giver.  Never live in your circumstances 
or ministry.  Learn to live in the heart of a God  Who adores you! 
 
There is no such thing as a good day because there’s no 
such thing as a bad day – there are only days of 
GRACE!  Focus on God’s grace everyday and you’ll find 
that, whether things go good or bad, they will not upset 
you.  Do not make comparisons between things good 
and bad.  Just live in God’s continuous state of grace. 
 
If you’re in a time where God seems to not be found,  
learn to wait for Him.  Learn to practice turning to God on 
the inside so that you can behold Him. 
 
Your soul will be transformed if your spirit engages on its 
prime activity, which is enjoying the Presence of God. 
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5. THE TWO LIVES OF A CHRISTIAN 
 

1. The inward man of the spirit. 
2. The outward man of the soul. 

 
When you’re living out of your soul you’ll be 
anxious, worried, fretful, and restless – like 
Martha was.  The soul is concerned with so many 
survival needs.  The soul wants to do .  It reacts to 
circumstances.  Your soul has to feel  Jesus to 
believe in His Presence. 
 
The inward man depends totally on God – the Mary 
aspect, i.e. worship, prayer, waiting, stillness, being;  
responds to God. 
 
Your spirit works at a much deeper level.  It only has to believe, “I will never 
leave you nor forsake you”, to be at rest.  The spirit has its own language. 
 
Be faithful in withdrawing your heart from outward distractions.  Form the habit of 
turning inwardly to God.  Turning and yielding  – practice, practice, practice.  
Build new pathways in the brain – develop the discipline until it becomes 
automatic. 
 
Joel 2:12-13   “12 Therefore also now, says the Lord, turn and keep on coming 
to Me with all your heart , with fasting, with weeping, and with mourning [until 
every hindrance is removed and the broken fellowship is restored]. 
13 Rend your hearts and not your garments and return to the Lord, your God, for 
He is gracious and merciful, slow to anger, and abounding in loving-kindness; 
and He revokes His sentence of evil [when His conditions are met].” 
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6. CYCLES OF INTIMACY 
 
All of life is a journey  and we are on this journey with God.  You need to 
understand how God thinks and what are His ways so that you will be able to 
complete the journey. 
 
Is 55:8-11   “For My thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways My 
ways, says the Lord. 
9 For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are My ways higher than 
your ways  and My thoughts than your thoughts . 
10 For as the rain and snow come down from the heavens, and return not there 
again, but water the earth and make it bring forth and sprout, that it may give 
seed to the sower and bread to the eater, 
11 So shall My word be that goes forth out of My mouth: it shall not return to Me 
void [without producing any effect, useless], but it shall accomplish that which I 
please and purpose,  and it shall prosper in the thing for which I sent it.” 
 
Everything with God is cyclical .  We think in straight line, but God thinks in 
cycles.  We are finite beings.  Therefore we tend to be linear in our thinking, i.e. 
we think in straight lines and fixed points.  We are linear in our thinking and 
consecutive in our movements. Examples:   

• We start and finish a book;   
• We begin and end our working day;   
• We look forward to something;   
• We look back on our event;   
• We measure our progress by time and production;   
• We think in deadlines – how much time do I have?   
• We are process-oriented.   
• When we travel, we leave from a place of departure and focus on a point 

of arrival.   
 
God is very different.  God does not look for a beginning or an end because He is 
the Alpha and Omega. 
 
Just as the rain comes down and waters the earth, so is everything that comes 
from God.  Everything begins with God, it comes down and it goes 
back to God.  We love Him because He first loved us.  
Everything begins and ends in God.  It’s a circle/cycle. 
 
Isaiah 40:22   “22 It is God Who  sits above the circle (the 
horizon) of the earth , and its inhabitants are like 
grasshoppers; it is He Who stretches out the heavens like 
[gauze] curtains and spreads them out like a tent to dwell in,” 
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There are different cycles  that are at work in our lives continuously.  Like 
Ezekiel’s wheel within wheels, they are connected, but it’s not just one cycle that 
you’re in.  Life consists of a number of cycles. 
 
Remember :  God is the beginning and the end and everything in between.  God 
does not think of an event in terms of time and space.  He exists outside of time 
and His purpose can be achieved as soon as it is conceived.  He can stand in 
front of you in 2008 and prophesies to you in 2005 about what He sees.  He 
stands outside of time.  He can see the reality of what He is saying to you, and 
you are three years back in time. 
 
Things don’t have to happen in time and space before they are real to Him.  They 
have to happen in time and space to us before we believe them!  UNLESS YOU 
LIVE IN THE SAME SPIRIT DIMENSION THAT GOD IS LIVIN G IN AND THAT 
IS CALLED FAITH!! 
 
But for God it is called REALITY . 
 
The closer you live to the heart of God the more 
real the prophetic is for you, although it hasn’t 
happened yet. 
 
If you have the promise, you have the reality.  We are not to have confidence in 
our capacity to believe – our faith – we are to be confident in the Word of God 
because we are confident in the nature  and the character  and the integrity  of 
the One Who spoke it.  We trust Him! 
 
God is not trapped in time and process like we are.  We must have God’s help in 
order to even approach Him.  That is why we have the Holy Spirit who is our 
Helper, our Tutor, our Come-along-side Friend to bring us into the reality of Who 
God is, to teach us how to live in the dimension that God lives in. 
 
To access that dimension, you need to understand how God thinks.  When you 
understand His ways, you can begin to stand in His Presence and see things as 
God sees them, from His perspective. 
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7. GOD DRAWS YOU INTO HIS PRESENCE 
 
John 6:44   “44 No one is able to come to Me unless the Father Who sent Me 
attracts and draws him  and gives him the desire to come  to Me, and [then] I 
will raise him up [from the dead] at the last day.” 
 
God sows something into your heart and draws you into His Presence. 
 
Finite beings like us cannot interact with an Infinite Being without significant help.  
Trying to get into God’s Presence without the help of the Holy Spirit leads us into 
strife, frustration and a performance mindset.  To live in this realm you’ve got to 
be drawn by Him.  God delights in initiating His love toward us.  We are to be the 
beloved.  He is the Lover of our souls.  God has such passion for you!  The love 
of God compels us! 
 
Intimacy  is meant to draw us into the very Presence of God.  It brings us into 
contact with His holiness and His majesty.  Intimacy involves intense 
vulnerability .  It will strip away all your certainty. 
 
Isaiah  
 
When you come into God’s Presence, you will feel like Isaiah when he cried:  
“Woe is me!” (Is. 6:5)  
 
 In the manifest presence of God, you will feel totally insecure, inadequate and 
completely vulnerable – you see yourself exactly as you are.  God then says to 
the angels:  “Who shall we send, who will go for us?” 
 
Then, as Isaiah senses God’s love, he says, “I’ll go!  Here I am, send me!”  
Although you are totally stripped and stand naked and unworthy before Almighty 
God, because of His love for you, He always wants to include you! 
 
Each cycle of intimacy has its point of worship  and its point of surrender .  
Each cycle has its place of pleasure  and its place of pain .  Each cycle has its 
place of achievement and its place of suffering .  Each cycle has its place of 
weakness  and its place of power. 
 
Intimacy with God involves a partnership  with God based on the reality of where 
you are in Him at this point in time.  We are learning how to respond to the 
initiative of God.  We are allowing ourselves to be drawn by Him and we are 
anticipating His touch.  Everyday is a new day with Him.  Wake up expecting Him 
to touch you.   
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8. THE ROLE OF RELATIONSHIPS AND INTIMACY WITH GOD 
 
Relationship is the goal of all God’s dealings with us.  Therefore, relationship 
must be the goal of all our human interactions .  God allows tensions, conflict 
and difficulties in our human relationships because He’s teaching us how to be 
like Him.  
 
Difficult people teach us more about the Presence of God 
than what our friends do – we learn about living the grace 
and mercy of God!  We have to choose  to be gracious 
towards difficult people.  The fruit of the Spirit only 
grows in bad soil!  The way we handle difficult 
people will determine whether God can trust us .  The 
way that we choose to live and invest our heart will 
determine whether God can trust us. 
 
Difficult people are called grace-growers!  
 
Make a list of the most difficult people in your life and understand you are 
probably on somebody else’s list!  We must understand that these difficult people 
are there to test  our hearts and we must respond accordingly. 
 
Rom. 12:14, 17, 19-21   “14 Bless those who persecute you  [who are cruel in 
their attitude toward you]; bless and do not curse them. 
17 Repay no one evil for evil , but take thought for what is honest and proper 
and noble [aiming to be above reproach] in the sight of everyone. 
19 Beloved, never avenge yourselves , but leave the way open for [God’s] 
wrath; for it is written, Vengeance is Mine , I will repay (requite), says the Lord. 
20 But if your enemy is hungry , feed  him; if he is thirsty , give him drink ; for by 
so doing you will heap burning coals upon his head . 
21 Do not let yourself be overcome by evil, but overcome (master) evil with 
good .” 
 
EVERYTHING in your life is to draw you into a deeper relationship with Him.  
Difficulties, trials, tests are all designed by God to draw you closer to Him.  You 
must understand God’s heart when you’re going through these times. 
 
Is. 48: 10-11   “10 Behold, I have refined you , but not as silver; I have tried and 
chosen you in the furnace of affliction. 
11 For My own sake, for My own sake, I do it [I refrain and do not utterly destroy 
you]; for why should I permit My name to be polluted and profaned [which it 
would be if the Lord completely destroyed His chosen people]? And I will not give 
My glory to another [by permitting the worshipers of idols to triumph over you].” 
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9. GOD’S IDEA OF JOURNEYS 
 
God loves journeys.  Because of our linear thinking, we focus on the shortest 
distance between two points.  When we get a prophetic word, we want that word 
to be fulfilled immediately.  We’re thinking concord  airlines!  God’s thinking 
camel ride!  God does not think about speed because He lives outside of time.  
God is not living for the destination – He’s living for the journey. 
 
Process to God, the means by which you get from one place to another, is more 
important to Him than the destination.  It is as important to Him as the destination 
is to us.  We want God to do it quickly, but God wants us to walk with Him  
through our difficult times.  We are so impatient many times, we’re wishing our 
lives away. 
 
We should not be looking for good or bad, we should be looking for God.  
Sometimes God allows the bad so that He can walk with us through the pain and 
suffering and we will know  that God is with us. 
 
Is. 43  “1 BUT NOW [in spite of past judgments for Israel’s sins], thus says the 
Lord, He Who created you, O Jacob, and He Who formed you, O Israel: Fear not, 
for I have redeemed you [ransomed you by paying a price instead of leaving you 
captives]; I have called you by your name; you are Mine. 
2 When  you pass through the waters, I will be with you , and through the 
rivers, they will not overwhelm you. When you walk through the fire, you will 
not be burned or scorched , nor will the flame kindle upon you.” 
 
Is. 1:25-26   “25 And I will bring My hand again upon you and thoroughly purge 
away your dross  [as with lye] and take away all your tin or alloy . 
26 And I will restore your judges as at the first, and your counselors as at the 
beginning; afterward you shall be called the City of Righteous ness, the 
Faithful City. ” 
 
Mal. 3:3   “3 He will sit as a refiner 
and purifier of silver , and He will 
purify  the priests, the sons of Levi, 
and refine them like gold and silver , 
that they may offer to the Lord 
offerings  in righteousness .” 
 
Good or bad, God wants to be God to 
us each time.  We’re all on this life 
journey with God. 
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10. THE TORONTO BLESSING  
 
In 1994, God poured out His blessing and many people all over the world were 
touched.  There were many manifestations.  Remember, God works in two cycles 
in peoples lives. 

1) In manifestations 
2) In hiddenness  

 
Many experienced the Manifested Presence of God, they were in cycle 1.  But 
there were also those who did not experience anything – they stood in every 
prayer line, traveled great distances to be prayed for, but experienced nothing.  
They were in cycle 2. 
 
Where is the Church Now?  
 
“The Blessing” has started to dry up in many places, and God is drawing us into 
a desert – its dry and we wonder what on earth has gone wrong. 
 
Jesus is our Model  
 
Luke 3:21-22   “21 Now when all the people were baptized, and when Jesus also 
had been baptized, and [while He was still] praying, the [visible] heaven was 
opened 
22 And the Holy Spirit descended upon Him in bodily form like a dove, and a 
voice came from heaven, saying, You are My Son, My Beloved! In You I am well 
pleased and find delight!” 
 
In full public view, God the Father gives Jesus an outpouring of His presence at 
His baptism.  Next thing, Jesus is led into the wilderness by the Holy Spirit. 
 
Luke 4:1-2   “1 THEN JESUS, full of and controlled by the Holy Spirit, 
returned from the Jordan and was led in [by] the [Holy] Spirit 
2 For (during) forty days in the wilderness (desert),  where He was 
tempted (tried, tested exceedingly) by the devil. And He ate nothing 
during those days, and when they were completed, He was hungry.” 
 
Now God gets Him to a place where there is no distraction.  He does 
likewise to us. 
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11. THE WILDERNESS  
 
The wilderness is a place that God takes you 
when you’re full – then He makes you hungry!  
We were all so happy, enjoying the renewal, 
laughter, joy, worship, etc.  Then God 
changes the scene and we find ourselves in 
the desert.  What we thought was a palm tree 
is now a cactus! 
 
The desert is a retreat  into the heartbeat of 
God. 
 
Hos. 2:14-15   “14 Therefore, behold, I will 
allure her [Israel] and bring her into the 
wilderness, and I will speak tenderly and 
to her heart . 
15 There I will give her her vineyards and make the Valley of Achor [troubling] to 
be for her a door of hope and expectation. And she shall sing there and respond 
as in the days of her youth and as at the time when she came up out of the land 
of Egypt.” 
 
All the prayers you prayed when you were in the renewal are being answered 
now – “Lord, change me!” / “Lord, do anything You want to do with me!”  God 
takes you to the wilderness to speak kindly to you.  If you co-operate with God in 
this time in the desert, He has vineyards to give you, places of fruitfulness like 
you would not believe. 
 
Many people think the experience is IT – it isn’t!  The experience is given to draw 
you into an exclusive place of no distractions where God can commune with you.  
The desert can be a painful place .  Sometimes its such a hot place  because He 
is burning something up in us with His Refiner’s fire  – burning up our impurities.  
In the desert there is a coupling struggle for supremacy between your body and 
your soul. Sometimes God removes the blessing in your soul that you came in 
with so that you can become hungry and thirsty for Him in your spirit. 
 
Mal. 3:1-3   “1 BEHOLD, I send My messenger, and he shall prepare the way 
before Me. And the Lord [the Messiah], Whom you seek, will suddenly come to 
His temple; the Messenger or Angel of the covenant, Whom you desire, behold, 
He shall come, says the Lord of hosts. 
2 But who can endure the day of His coming? And who can stand when He 
appears? For He is like a refiner’s fire and like fullers’ s oap ; 
3 He will sit as a refiner and purifier of silver , and He will purify  the priests, the 
sons of Levi, and refine them like gold and silver , that they may offer to the 
Lord offerings in righteousness .” 
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During the renewal you were being blessed, you felt so good, so loved, so close 
to God, etc.  But in the desert, none of those feelings are there. 
 
In renewal, God touched your soul, but in the desert He is touching your spirit.  
He is starving your soul into submission so that your soul lays down and your 
spirit man begins to rise up. 
 
God has something more important to give you.  The desert is the place of 
struggle for your spirit to be released.  Do we go forward into Canaan – our place 
of inheritance in the spirit OR, do we go back into Egypt. 
 
Stop running around looking for a place where renewal is still going.  Stop 
running around looking for another laughing session, more goose-bumps and 
more falling down BUT when you stand up again you’re still the same – nothing 
has changed!   
 
God has something more profound and more exciting to give you!  You can’t go 
to Canaan unless you go through the desert and get some things sorted out. 
 
Many Christians are in bondage to their souls – their emotions, thought 
processes, etc. – “felt-led poisoning”.  
 
This is a season of preparation .  God is preparing us for something that is far 
greater than what renewal ever was.   
 
Ps. 63:1   “1 O GOD, You are my God, earnestly will I seek You; my inner self 
thirsts for You, my flesh longs and is faint for You, in a dry and w eary land 
where no water is .” 
 
In the desert itself, God has provision for you.  God makes you hungry so that He 
can feed you personally.  Water from the rocks, breakfast flying in every morning, 
manna falling from Heaven. 
 
Deut. 8:3   “3 And He humbled you and allowed you to hunger and fed you with 
manna, which you did not know nor did your fathers know, that He might make 
you recognize and personally know that man does not live by bread only, but 
man lives by every word that proceeds out of the mo uth of the Lord .” 
 
Hos. 2:15  “15 There I will give her her vineyards and make the Valley o f 
Achor [troubling] to be for her a door of hope and expectation . And she shall 
sing there and respond as in the days of her youth and as at the time when she 
came up out of the land of Egypt.” 
 
Anyone who wants to be significant in God will be led into the desert to really find 
Him.  Nobody else can minister to you – God wants to personally minister to you.  
“I want you to open your Bible and I will talk to you one-on-one.” 
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12. DRAWING FROM THE WELLS 
 
Prov. 20:5   “5 Counsel in the heart of man is like 
water in a deep well , but a man of understanding 
draws it  out .” 
 
Is. 12:3   “3 Therefore with  joy  will you draw water 
from the wells of salvation .” 
 
In the desert your life message begins to form and 
take shape.  When you’re there, God is digging 
out your well to a deeper measure. 
 
Deut. 8:2   “2 And you shall [earnestly] remember all the way which the Lord your 
God led you these forty years in the wilderness, to humble you and to prove 
you , to know what was in your [mind and] heart, whether you would keep His 
commandments or not.” 
 
Sometimes you feel you’re in a pit .  P.I.T. = People In Training. 
 
As you understand God’s purposes for the pit, why God has placed you into this 
pit, then your pit becomes a well.  God has developed your internal anointing.  In 
renewal God pours His blessing out onto you.  In the desert the water level 
begins to rise up from the inside by what God is feeding you personally Himself. 
 
Is. 48:10-11   “10 Behold, I have refined you , but not as silver; I have tried and 
chosen you  in the furnace of affliction . 
11 For My own sake, for My own sake, I do it [I refrain and do not utterly destroy 
you]; for why should I permit My name to be polluted and profaned [which it 
would be if the Lord completely destroyed His chosen people]? And I will not give 
My glory to another [by permitting the worshipers of idols to triumph over you].” 
 
Rom. 8:18   “18 [But what of that?] For I consider that the sufferings of this 
present time (this present life) are not worth being compared with the glory  
that is about to be revealed to us and in us and for us and conferred on us!” 
 
These times in the desert are the best times because what He gives you in the 
desert is something you can’t get any other time.  It stays with you forever!  
Maturity is when you move from a reliance on external moves of God to a real 
dependence on His activity through your own internal anointing. 
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Is. 58:11-13   “11 And the Lord shall guide you continually  and satisfy you in 
drought and in dry places  and make strong your bones . And you shall be like 
a watered garden  and like a spring of water whose waters fail not . 
12 And your ancient ruins shall be rebuilt ; you shall raise up the foundations of 
[buildings that have laid waste for] many generations; and you shall be called 
Repairer of the Breach, Restorer of Streets to Dwell In. 
13 If you turn away your foot from [traveling unduly on] the Sabbath, from doing 
your own pleasure on My holy day, and call the Sabbath a [spiritual] delight, the 
holy day of the Lord honorable, and honor Him and it, not going your own way or 
seeking or finding your own pleasure or speaking with your own [idle] words,” 
 
God wants to bring you to a place where you are no longer depending on 
somebody else’s anointing.  As you come out of the desert knowing that 
something has changed within you, the cycle begins all over again. 
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13. GROWING UP IN JESUS NAME! 
 
God then moves in manifestation on your life, increased anointing, authority.  
This cycle repeats itself in your life because you will need more than one desert 
experience to grow from glory to glory into His Image and likeness.   
 
The cycle of anointing is about desire .  Desire is formed in 
visitation.  When you go into the desert, the next thing that’s 
formed is discipline .   
 
Desire and discipline  need to get married and when they do, 
they form delight . 
 
In visitation, your desire for God is rekindled.  In the desert, your 
discipline with God is established.  When desire and discipline get 
married, delight is what forms.  We learn how to delight ourselves 
in the presence of God.  That takes us into a whole new realm of 
anointing – the next level. 
 
The cycle of anointing begins and ends in God’s delight.  He delights to pour 
Himself out upon us.  He delights to take us into the wilderness to speak kindly to 
us.  He delights to see our well of internal anointing growing in us and getting 
more established.  Everything begins and ends with God. 
 
In visitation, He touches your heart, then He leads you into dryness to speak 
words of love, He provides for you at every level.  Whatever you learn and 
receive in the wilderness, must become an established truth in your lifestyle.  
Only truth that is lived out can be added to the storehouse of your internal 
anointing.  That’s what you draw on in times of battle, in times of difficulty.  That’s 
your well. 
 
If you’re in a desert right now, become very grateful!  Don’t try to go back to 
renewal.  God wants to take you onto your inheritance.  You need to enjoy this 
time – not just endure it!  Quit whining – start worshipping!! 
 
1 Pet. 1:6-7  “6 [You should] be exceedingly glad  on this account, though now 
for a little  while you may be distressed by trials and suffer te mptations , 
7 So that [the genuineness] of your faith may be tested , [your faith] which is 
infinitely more precious than the perishable gold which is tested and purified by 
fire. [This proving of your faith is intended] to redound to [your] praise and glory 
and honor when Jesus Christ (the Messiah, the Anointed One) is revealed.” 
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14. ALL OF LIFE NEEDS TO BE EMBRACED  
 
We as Christians must not runaway from life – all of life is to be embraced – the 
good, the bad, the ugly!  We need to be a people who find God in everything! 
 
If you’re in the desert right now, you need to find the God who gives you water, 
He will strike The Rock for you.  He is the Rock.  Touch His heart and He’ll give 
you your own personal water to drink.   
 
Whatever you’re going through in life, God wants to walk it through 
with you, e.g.: 
 

1) Marriage difficulties  – go to the One who restores 
everything. 

 
2) Financial difficulties – you need to touch the Provider – 

the God who gives.  
 

3) Sickness  – touch God the Healer.  Find His strength, His 
energy and His life. 

 
4) Difficult people  – touch the Redeemer, the One who 

can restore and redeem all relationships. 
 

5) Areas of sin  – touch the One who forgives, the One 
who went to the Cross for you, the One with mercy in 
His Heart. 

 
6) If you’re in a place of abundance  – look around and 

share it with others – pass it on. 
 

7) Warfare  – you need to touch the Heart of the Warrior King 
who is not afraid of anything.  He laughs in the face 
of the enemy.  Take His hand and feel the strength, 
energy and power that He gives you in the day of 
trouble. 

 
8) Suffering  – touch the Father Heart of God.  Touch the 

Comforter, the Special Come-along-side Friend.  The One who 
gathers you in His arms and weeps over you, kisses your 
forehead, you need to feel the tears of God that He is shedding 
for you at a time like this.  There is nothing that you are facing that He has 
not faced. 
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9) Rejection, isolation, unloved  – you need to touch the 
God who was once despised and rejected Himself and let 
His heart touch you, cleanse you, heal you – so you can 
become better  not bitter . 

 
Many times we only have a one dimensional view of God, we 
always want a God who just gives good things.  God does not 
want you to run away from life – He wants you to find Him in 
ALL  the things that you are going through. 
 
Whether you’re in suffering and pain or in joy and plenty, God wants to be with 
you in everything.  Then you’ll get to know every facet of His nature.  Then you’ll 
learn to love the God of all seasons.  The God of All Days.  The God who fills 
everything with Himself.   
 
You’ll have pleasure in Him.  You must grow up into that place where nothing will 
bother you anymore because you will know how to walk with God in the good 
times and in the bad times. You’ll know that God is there for every season, every 
time, every event.  And you’ll have the joy of connecting with His heart.   
 
That is what Christianity is all about.  There is no day that you can have that He 
has not already had.  There is no circumstance that you can walk through that He 
has not already tasted.   There is nothing that will affect you that has not already 
affected Him. 
 
God will walk with you every day, through every trial and every situation.  Don’t 
run away from life!  
 
Don’t wish your life away.  Get into your circumstances and find God who will 
walk with you – hold His hand and walk through your circumstances – do not run 
away from life. 
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PART B: THE FOUR STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT 
 
15. MORE ABOUT GOD’S CYCLES  
 
If you think you’re just going round in circles – you’re absolutely right!  With God, 
you’re never just in one cycle.  You’re normally in 2 or 3 at least.  They are 
interconnected.  
 
The Relational Cycle  
 
Apart from increasing your anointing in the desert, God is also building and 
establishing your relationship as a child of God.  The Bible says we are all 
children of God but we are not all the sons of God .  There is a cycle in our lives 
where God is taking us from being a child to a full mature son . 
 
Heb. 5:12-13   “12 For even though by this time you ought to be teaching others, 
you actually need someone to teach you over again the very first principles of 
God’s Word . You have come to need milk , not solid food. 
13 For everyone who continues to feed on milk  is obviously 
inexperienced  and unskilled  in the doctrine of righteousness 
(of conformity to the divine will in purpose, thought, and action), 
for he is a mere infant  [not able to talk yet]!” 
 
You can be an infant in spiritual things for a certain 
number of years.  Just because you’ve been saved for 25 
years, does not make you fully mature.  You can still be 
an infant after 25 years because you’ve never understood the 
principles of growing up in the spirit. 
 
Heb. 5:14  “14 But solid food is for full-grown 
men,  for those whose senses and mental 
faculties are trained by practice  to 
discriminate  and distinguish  between what 
is morally good  and noble  and what is 
evil and contrary  either to divine or 
human law.” 
 
Heb. 6:1   “1 THEREFORE LET us go on and get past the elementary stage  in 
the teachings and doctrine of Christ (the Messiah), advancing steadily toward the 
completeness and perfection that belong to spiritual maturity. Let us not again be 
laying the foundation  of repentance and abandonment of dead works (dead 
formalism) and of the faith [by which you turned] to God,” 
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Many believers have heard the Word for years but their hearing  has not 
progressed to their doing .   
 
We see in the Word above (Heb. 5:12-14)  what are baby things :  

- teaching on the first principles. 
- need milk, not ready for solids. 
- unskilled in the word of righteousness makes you a baby. 
- can’t discern between good and evil.   

 
Many people in the church today cannot discern when they’re 
going through difficult times; is it because: 

- they are reaping what they’ve sown? 
- Of the work of the Cross and God is nailing them? 
- the enemy is attacking them? 

 
So they treat everything as an enemy attack.  If you can’t discern what’s 
happening to you, it makes you a baby in the things of the spirit and you’re 
unable to grow up. 
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16.  HOW TO DISCERN WHEN THINGS GO WRONG. 
 
LIE:   Everything that happens that’s bad is not from God. 
 
This does not make Biblical sense! 
 
Good and bad does come into our lives and God does not shield us from the 
bad.  The fact is we do reap what we sow.   
 
QUESTION 1: Sowing and Reaping  
 
One of the first questions you must ask yourself when 
difficult times come is:  “Am I reaping something 
that I have sown?” 
 
Look back over your life – if someone’s criticizing 
you right now – did you criticize anybody?  Let 
the Holy Spirit put His finger on that area and if 
you did, you need to repent.  That will break the 
cycle, otherwise you’ll keep on reaping in that same 
situation. 
 
Are you feeling rejected right now?  Have you rejected anybody?   
 
If someone’s speaking rumours about you, have you ever done that? 
 
It’s so simple!  Look back on your life, ask the Holy Spirit to convict you, if you 
need to apologize to some people, do it! 
 
 
QUESTION 2:  The Work of the Cross 
 
“LORD, ARE YOU NAILING SOMETHING IN 
MY LIFE?” 
 
You can’t bind the cross, you can only embrace 
it! 
 
God and the devil have one thing in common:  
Both are trying to kill us! 
 
The devil comes to steal, kill and destroy.  God wants to crucify your flesh – He 
will nail the things in your life that is not according to His Word and His will.  He’s 
going to nail that bad attitude .  He’s going to nail that sinful habit .  He’s going 
to nail that sinful attitude that appears every time something happens and you 
react in a certain way.  He loves you too much to leave you the way you are. 
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So, if God is nailing some things in you, you can’t bind the devil.  You must kneel 
down and kiss the Hand that hurts and say, “Lord, have Your way in me”. 
 
Ps. 19:12   “12 Who can discern his lapses and errors? Clear me from hidden 
[and unconscious] faults .” 
 
2 Tim. 2:20-21   “20 But in a great house there are not only vessels of gold and 
silver, but also [utensils] of wood and earthenware, and some for honorable and 
noble [use] and some for menial and ignoble [use]. 
21 So whoever cleanses himself  [from what is ignoble and unclean, who 
separates  himself from contact with contaminating and corrupting influences] will 
[then himself] be a vessel set apart and useful for honorable and noble  
purposes , consecrated  and profitable  to the Master, fit and ready for any good 
work.” 
 
 
QUESTION 3:  Tell Me What the Enemy’s Doing and How  Do I 
Fight This Thing? 
 
2 Tim. 2:3-4  “3 Take [with me] your share of the hardships and suffering  
[which you are called to endure] as a good (first-class) soldier of Christ 
Jesus . 
4 No soldier when in service gets entangled in the enterprises of [civilian] life; his 
aim is to satisfy and please the one who enlisted h im .” 
 
Ask the Lord for strategies on how to fight your specific battle! 
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17. THE FOUR AREAS OF DEVELOPMENT 
 
There are 4 areas of development in the Scriptures: 

1. Nepios stage - infant 
2. Teknon – child 
3. Padion – immature teenager 
4. Huios – fully mature 

 
1. Nepios  stage 

 
1 Cor 3:1-3   “However, brethren, I could not talk to you as to spiritual men, but as 
to nonspiritual men of the flesh, in whom the carnal nature predominates , as to 
mere infants  in the new life in Christ unable to talk yet!  I fed you with milk , not 
solid food, for you were not yet strong enough to be ready for it;  but even yet you 
are not strong enough to be ready for it, for you are still unspiritual, having the 
nature of the flesh under the control of ordinary impulses.  For as long as there 
are envying  and jealousy  and wrangling  and factions  among you, are you not 
unspiritual and of the flesh, behaving yourselves after a human standard and like 
mere unchanged men?” 
 
Marks of immaturity 
 

� Envying,  
� comparing yourself with others,  
� strife,  
� backbiting,  
� jealousy,  
� critical heart.   

 
People speak the right words and look mature, but under 
threat , your true character gets revealed. 
 
Why does God allow stress  into Church life?  He is taking a 
“temperature” reading in the Church – how mature are you?  How do you handle 
your frustrations?  How do you handle your stresses and tensions in Church? 
 
Every church goes through times of difficulties and tensions, corporately as well 
as individually.  It is vital that those tensions and difficulties come because this is 
how you learn to grow up in Jesus. 
 
If you can’t unite under pressure and face a common enemy, you are babies and 
you can’t be trusted with the next level. 
 
If tensions come and you react in the flesh, you’re proving your immaturity and 
you’re letting God know you cannot be trusted with the next level.  It’s no use 
even praying for the next thing because it will not come! 
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18. LIFE IS A TEST. 
 
Many churches go through these stages and they’re always splitting, always 
losing people.  Why?  Because we never understand that life is a test .  
Everything God gives you He’ll test you on first.  Every time you start praying, 
“Lord, take us to the next level”, there will be a test at that point in the life of your 
church and your own life. 
 
The test is designed by Him to see if He can trust you with the next level and 
answer your prayers to take you there.  If you fail that basic test of maturity at 
that point, you won’t get to the next level.  You’ll just go round the wilderness one 
more time and you’ll come back to the same place and He’ll give you the same 
test.  Can you pass it? 
 
Ecc. 10:16   “16 Woe to you , O land, when your king  is a child  or a servant  
and when your officials feast in the morning!” 
 
1 Cor 13:11   “When I was a  child , I talked like a child , I thought like a child , I 
reasoned like a child ;  now that I have become a man, I am done with childish 
ways and have put them aside.” 
 
Gal 4:1-3   “Now what I mean is that as long as the inheritor is a child  and under 
age, he does not differ from a slave, although he is the master of all the estate;  
but he is under guardians and administrators or trustees until the date fixed by 
his father.  So we Jewish Christians also, when we were minors , were kept like 
slaves under the rules of the Hebrew ritual and subject to the elementary 
teachings of a system of external observations and regulations.” 
 
Babies need constant help and support.  They need stewarding. 
 
Eph 4:14, 15   “So then, we may no longer be children , tossed like ships to and 
fro between chance gusts of teaching and wavering with every changing wind 
of doctrine , the prey of the cunning and cleverness of unscrupulous men, 
gamblers engaged in every shifting form of trickery in inventing errors to mislead.  
Rather, let our lives lovingly express truth in all things, speaking truly, dealing 
truly, living truly.  Enfolded in love, let us grow up  in every way and in all things 
into Him Who is the Head, even Christ the Messiah, the Anointed One.” 
 
“Children” = nepios = babies. 

• Carried about by every wind of doctrine. 
• Taken in by the trickery of men. 
• Deceived by cunning people. 
• Can’t speak the truth in love. 

Many people in the Church today cannot handle the truth – how it 
is spoken to them and how they speak it to others. 
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19.  THE CHARACTERISTICS OF A BABY IN CHRIST. 
 

• Wrong thinking. 
• Careless talk. 
• No discernment. 
• A capacity to be upset very easily (if you pull a wrong face, the baby 

cries). 
• Envy, strife, backbiting, divisiveness. 
• Helpless – don’t think about other people. 
• Living by their soulish senses. 
• Everything is on an emotional and physical level. 
• Attention-seeking without realizing it. 
• They don’t care who they disturb – they need constant reassurance. 
• Do not always appreciate what’s good for them. 

 
If you’re a young believer then these hallmarks are fine – you need all the love 
and reassurance to be able to grow.  There’s nothing wrong with it. 
 
The problem is when people want to live there all their life.  We need to be 
honest about where we’re really at.  God wants us to move on because He has 
so much more for us. 
 
You need to know the acceptance and affirmation that only come in Christ.  Use 
it as a pointer to move on to the next level that God has for you. 
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20. TEKNON STAGE 
 
2 Tim. 1:2   “2 To Timothy, [my] beloved child (teknon) : Grace (favor and 
spiritual blessing), mercy, and [heart] peace from God the Father and Christ 
Jesus our Lord!” 
 
These people know the truth but they’re not very good at practicing it yet 
consistently.  They need constant instruction in right living – can they keep God’s 
commandments?  Usually, people at this stage refuse correction. 
 
One of the hallmarks of maturity  is how you handle yourself when you’re in the 
wrong.  When you can actually bring the truth to yourself and confess and say, “I 
was wrong”, or you know you were wrong, but you’re still looking for a way out, 
blaming others, putting the focus on others and trying to slide out of it yourself.  
How do you handle the truth when it is presented to you?  Can people come to 
you and tell you you’re in the wrong without you blowing off all over the place?   
 
All of us have blind spots .  We are all born with a blind spot.  Why did God 
create us with a blind spot?  Because in your blind spot you need other people.  
Other people can see your faults but you can’t see them. 
 
You need to have love for the Truth. 
 
2 Thes. 2:10-12  “10 And by unlimited seduction to evil and with all wicked 
deception for those who are perishing (going to perdition) because they did not 
welcome the Truth but refused to love it  that they might be saved. 
11 Therefore God sends upon them a misleading influence, a working of error 
and a strong delusion to make them believe what is false, 
12 In order that all may be judged and condemned who did not believe in [who 
refused to adhere to, trust in, and rely on] the Truth, but [instead] took pleasure in 
unrighteousness.” 
 
You need an attitude  about the truth.  Many of us live with masks , trying to 
cover up the truth about ourselves.  God comes to strip off these masks.  You 
need people around you who you can trust to tell you the truth about yourself – 
you cannot see it, so you cannot understand it. 
 
If someone comes to you about something they see in your life, you can respond 
by facing it and dealing with it.  If your friend is wrong, you cannot lose.  You 
humble yourself and pray about whatever he’s seen.  If he’s right, you’ve gained.  
Either way, you cannot lose with the truth.  Truth is truth.  If he’s wrong, God will 
bless you.  And if he’s right, God will bless you too! 
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1 John 2:9, 10   “Whoever says he is in the Light and yet hates his brother  is in 
darkness even until now.  Whoever loves his brother abides in the Light, and in It 
or in him there is no occasion for stumbling or cause for error or sin.” 
 
If you are walking in unforgiveness , the Word says you’re walking in darkness.  
Even your worship is unacceptable until you’ve made right with your 
brother/sister.   
 
Matthew 5:23-24   “23 So if when you are offering your gift at the altar you there 
remember that your brother has any [grievance] against you, 
24 Leave your gift at the altar and go . First make peace  with your brother, 
and then  come back and present  your gift .” 
 
God lives in our Relationships. 
 
God doesn’t live in meetings – He lives in our friendships.  That is why some 
churches never get anywhere.  Great meetings – lousy church!  God lives in how 
we deal with each other.  He lives among us. 
 
If you have bad relationships in the Body of Christ and you’re doing nothing 
about them, you’re walking in darkness and you don’t know where you’re going.  
The problem is not that you don’t have direction – God wants to give direction – 
but you’re walking in darkness.  Put your bad relationships right and you’ll be 
back with God and walking in the Light with clear direction. 
 
You need to be obedient  to the truth, walk as Jesus walked.  You need to be 
involved in loving service  in the Body of Christ.  You need to understand the 
place of sacrifice  in relationships and helping each other, living for other people 
around you and not just for yourself. 
 
You need to understand the value  of relationships in the Body of Christ.  If you 
have bad relationships at Church, you have a bad relationship with God.  “Love 
the Lord your God…love your neighbour as yourself.” 
 
If you have poor relationships with people, go and make right as best you can.  It 
doesn’t matter if they do not respond to you – the important thing is you are 
responding to God and doing the best that you can.  If those people still reject 
you, that’s their problem – you’ve done your part so that you can be walking in 
the Light. 
 
You must do everything you can to live well in the Body of Christ – holding no 
grudges and making sure no one has grudges against you. 
 
1 John 3:7, 9   “…He who practices righteousness  [who is upright, conforming 
to the divine will in purpose, thought and action, living a consistently 
conscientious life ] is righteous, even as He is righteous. 
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No one born of God  deliberately, knowingly and habitually practices sin, for 
God’s nature abides in him;  and he cannot practice sin because he is born of 
God .” 
 
This passage speaks about how to grow up in Jesus, practicing righteousness, 
having integrity , morality  and ethical  behaviour;  taking care of your own life. 
 
Eph 5:8-10   “For once you were darkness, but now you are light in the Lord;  
walk as children of Light.  For the fruit of the Light or the Spirit consists in every 
form of kindly goodness , uprightness of heart , and trueness of life .  And try 
to learn in your experience what is pleasing to the Lord, let your lives be constant 
proofs of what is most acceptable to Him.” 
 
How you handle the truth is critically important in your spiritual development. 
 
Characteristics of the teknon  
 

1. Tantrums when other people say “no”.  
People will not always agree with you and you 
have to learn how to deal with that.  Mature 
people know that when God has opened a door, 
no-one can close it.  The issue is, if a door is 
being closed, God never opened it.  
Closing doors on you hurts!  Do not put 
your foot in there to try and keep it open 
yourself! 

 
2. Hidden lifestyle – secret sin. 
 
3. They refuse discipline. 
 
4. Want things their own way. 
 
5. Unpredictability about their behaviour. 
 
6. Bad attitude like the older brother – doesn’t understand the grace of God. 
 
7. Surface relationships – no real depth.  It’s important that people really get 

to know  you.  All your frailties, weaknesses, etc.  You need people to 
guard your back.  God wants you to be a friend to others like that too.  
These friends know the worst about you but they don’t use it against you.  
They can keep confidence;  they guard your weaknesses and cover your 
back.  They pray about your weaknesses and are there to protect you and 
stand with you.  When the enemy comes to attack your weaknesses, they 
are protecting and guarding you.   
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If you have ever betrayed a confidence instead of covering your friend, 
God says you cannot be trusted in ethics and integrity.  You will be tested 
whether your word is your word. 

 
Prov. 11:13  “13 He who goes about as a talebearer reveals secrets, but he who 
is trustworthy  and faithful  in spirit keeps the matter hidden .” 
 

8. Can’t accept responsibility for themselves.  Make a mess but won’t clean 
up. 

 
9. Good at getting free but can’t stay free.  There are two battles at getting 

free:   
a) To get free and  
b) To stay free. 
 

10. They have to grow in their capacity to win battles.  Personal victories in 
your own life is the foundation for your ministry.  Private victories precede 
public ones.  Learn how to grow in relationship with God in obedience and 
practice of the truth .  Teknons must learn how to accept discipline 
otherwise they can’t go to the next level.  Discipline  is a very important 
part of your spiritual life because we’re not just part of the Body of Christ 
but also part of an army.  An army functions on discipline. 

 
God tests our development at each stage to allow us to see what is in our hearts. 
 
You need to know what God is doing IN you and what God is doing THROUGH 
you and do not confuse the two. 
 
Example  
 
God could be speaking to you about something and then you can project it onto 
somebody else by prophesying to them what you feel in your heart. 
 
Passing God’s Tests 
 
God is always going to test you – you must 
recognize it when it comes.  You can’t fail any 
of the tests of God.  You will just take it again, 
and again, and again until you pass it.  Your 
progression to the next stage can be held up 
because you’ve not passed the test. 
 
A test is a bridge  to get you from one level to 
the next.  See it as an opportunity for God to 
trust you.  Enjoy the growing-up process! 
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21. PAIDION STAGE 
 
Half-grown youth, teenager, adolescent. 
 
Luke 7:30-32   “But the Pharisees and the lawyers 
of the Mosaic Law annulled and rejected and 
brought to nothing God’s purpose concerning 
themselves, by refusing and not being baptized by 
John.  So to what shall I compare the men of this 
generation?  And what are they like?  They are like 
little children …” 
 
They’re only concerned with their own ministries;  preoccupied with themselves.  
They always want you to fund them  – always go on and on about money.  
Why?  Because they don’t really trust God. 
 
We must grow up to only want what God is giving us.   
 
If you’ve got to advertise a revival it probably isn’t one! 
 
John 21:1-5   “1 AFTER THIS, Jesus let Himself be seen and revealed [Himself] 
again to the disciples, at the Sea of Tiberias. And He did it in this way: 
2 There were together Simon Peter, and Thomas, called the Twin, and 
Nathanael from Cana of Galilee, also the sons of Zebedee, and two others of His 
disciples. 
3 Simon Peter said to them, I am going fishing ! They said to him, And we are 
coming with you!  So they went out and got into the boat, and throughout that 
night they caught nothing. 
4 Morning was already breaking when Jesus came to the beach and stood there. 
However, the disciples did not know that it was Jesus. 
5 So Jesus said to them, Boys (children),  you do not have any meat (fish), do 
you? [Have you caught anything to eat along with your bread?] They answered 
Him, No!” 
 
Paidions give up when the going gets tough.  They go back to what they know.  
 
We will go through tough times.  Remember:  You’re walking with a tough God!  
You’ll be faced with difficult times where you have to make a choice:  either go 
back to Egypt and your old ways or hold onto God. 
 
Press through and find your inheritance  – stand there in the face of adversity, 
believe that God is still God, that He’s still got a plan, He’s still got a role for you.  
OR you will go back to what you were doing before. 
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It is adolescent immaturity that causes them to give up when the going 
gets tough. 
 
1 Cor. 14:20   “20 Brethren, do not be children  [immature] in your 
thinking; continue to be babes in [matters of] evil, but in your minds be 
mature [men].” 
 
Don’t be half grown in your understanding. 
 
Characteristics of a Paidion.  
 

1. Lack of understanding of God’s ways. 
2. Giving up and going back when things get tough. 
3. Can’t see God at work. 
4. Preoccupied with themselves. 
5. Arrogance / unteachable spirit. 
6. Sometimes they settle at lower levels. 
7. Inconsistencies. 

 
People on this level can do a lot of things.  They know how to pray, to witness, 
have great ministries, they can teach, prophesy, know how to help others, have a 
great measure of gifting, etc.  BUT there is something not quite fully formed.  
They stopped at a level.  They want to go on to the next level, but they do not 
have the character  to back it up. 
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22. HUIOS STAGE – FULLY MATURE SON  
 
“Huios” means one who can be trusted. 
 
The Ceremony of Adoption  
 
In Israel there is a ceremony that takes place when the son is 
mature enough to be trusted.  It is called the Ceremony of 
Adoption . 
 
The son is given tasks and difficult things to do that get 
progressively more difficult and more awkward.  Because God is 
determining if this person is trustworthy. 
 
When God shines His spotlight on you, He is looking to see if you 
can be trusted.   
 

� Can He take you on to the next level?   
� Can you be consistent? 
� How faithful are you? 
� Do you give up when the going gets tough? 
� How faithful are you in stressful and hard situations? 
� Will you stand when everybody else is running away? 

 
God will test your character, your truth, your integrity, your servanthood. 
 
Adoption Ceremony: When a son proves himself at these different levels, 
eventually the father calls the whole town together into the town square and they 
build a platform.  All the town stands as witnesses.  The father and son stand on 
the platform together. 
 
Then father then says:  “This is my beloved son.  I trust him.  
From this day on when he speaks it is as though I am 
speaking.  If he signs a cheque or makes a deal, that cheque 
/ deal stands as though the father did it.  If he orders goods 
or gives a command, it is as though I have done so.  His 
word is my word.”   
 
He speaks and acts on behalf of his father and everyone 
knows that the son has been elevated to the same level as 
the father.  They are one in the work that they are doing 
together.  The one speaks for the other and they both can be 
trusted.  You can deal equally with the son as with the father. 
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Adoption in the West 
 
This is not the same as adoption as we know it in the west.  In the natural, people 
take someone who is not their child and they call them as though they are.  God 
has not adopted you into His family as we have always understood. 
 
Born from Above! 
 
If you are born-again, you do not need to be legally adopted – God does not 
need legally adopted children!  You are born-again into the family of God, you 
belong to God! 
 
If that was what adopted means in the Bible then we do not need to get born-
again because God can just transfer us from one place to another.  But God 
wanted real  children, not legally binding children.  If I’ve been born from above 
by New Birth, God is my REAL FATHER .  I have the Divine Nature in me; I am 
not just a legally bought child.  The ceremony of adoption is to promote a son 
who is trustworthy. 
 
Rom. 8:14-15   “14 For all who are led by the Spirit of God are sons of God . 
15 For [the Spirit which] you have now received [is] not a spirit of slavery to put 
you once more in bondage to fear, but you have received the Spirit of adoption  
[the Spirit producing sonship ] in [the bliss of] which we cry, Abba  (Father)! 
Father !” 
 
 “Abba” means “Daddy”. 
 
“Father” in Greek means “Pater” – Father. 
 
The whole ceremony of adoption is to take us from “Daddy” to 
“Father”. 
 
It is a process of growing up in maturity.  Children cry Daddy!  
Sons cry Father! 
 
A son says:  “How can I serve you?  How can I help you?”   
 
Rom. 8:14   “14 For all who are led by the Spirit  of God are sons of God .” 
 
As we are constantly led by the Holy Spirit that is the process by which we grow 
up.  We are trusting our Come-along-side Friend, the Holy Spirit in all  situations, 
and that is the hallmark for us to become the huios of God.  The spirit of 
adoption  is to stop crying Daddy! but cry Father! 
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The Spirit bears witness that we are children (teknos) .  We are all children of 
God but we are not yet all sons of God.  This is a cycle that only runs once in 
your life.  You can be a Christian for 30 years and die and still not make it to the 
huios stage. 
 
God’s heart for everyone of us is to grow up  into this huios stage.  This level of 
maturity is visible – it is seen. 
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23. ONLY A SON CAN INHERIT! 
 
Gal. 4:1-7   “1 NOW WHAT I mean is that as long as the inheritor (heir) is a child 
and under age, he does not differ from a slave, although he is the master of all 
the estate; 
2 But he is under guardians and administrators or trustees until the date fixed by 
his father. 
3 So we [Jewish Christians] also, when we were minors, were kept like slaves 
under [the rules of the Hebrew ritual and subject to] the elementary teachings of 
a system of external observations and regulations. 
4 But when the proper time had fully come, God sent His Son, born of a woman, 
born subject to [the regulations of] the Law, 
5 To purchase the freedom of (to ransom, to redeem, to atone for) those who 
were subject to the Law, that we might be adopted and have sonship 
conferred upon us  [and be recognized as God’s sons ]. 
6 And because you [really] are [His] sons , God has sent the [Holy] Spirit of His 
Son into our hearts, crying, Abba (Father)! Father!  
7 Therefore, you are no longer a slave (bond servant) but a son ; and if a son , 
then [it follows that you are] an heir  by the aid of God, through Christ.” 
 
When you reach the huios stage, God’s relationship with you changes.  He starts 
to show you things in the spirit, angels, His presence. 
 
A baby can’t inherit from God until they’re more mature. 
 
Luke. 6:35   “35 But love your enemies and be kind and do good [doing favors so 
that someone derives benefit from them] and lend, expecting and hoping for 
nothing in return but considering nothing as lost and despairing of no one; and 
then your recompense (your reward) will be great (rich, strong, intense,  and 
abundant), and you will be sons of the Most High,  for He is kind and 
charitable and good to the ungrateful and the selfish and wicked.” 
 
So many people fail the small tests and just stay at those different stages.  
People want recognition and big ministries but it’s not about that.  It’s about 
SONSHIP, relationship with the Father; it’s not about your ministry. 
 
There are people that are so absorbed in their ministries – they have a good 
working relationship with God but a lousy friendship.  They have put more energy 
into their ministry than in their friendship with God – their ministry is now a point 
of IDOLATRY . 
 
Whatever you are preoccupied with the most is your God.  The Word says every 
idol thing will be brought down and broken.  That is why many people loose their 
ministries.  We must begin to major on our relationship with God and not our 
ministries. 
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Adoption Ceremony of Jesus  
 
Matt. 3:13-17   “13 Then Jesus came from Galilee to the Jordan to John to be 
baptized by him. 
14 But John protested strenuously, having in mind to prevent Him, saying, It is I 
who have need to be baptized by You, and do You come to me? 
15 But Jesus replied to him, Permit it just now; for this is the fitting way for [both 
of] us to fulfill all righteousness [that is, to perform completely whatever is right]. 
Then he permitted Him. 
16 And when Jesus was baptized, He went up at once out of the water; and 
behold, the heavens were opened, and he [John] saw the Spirit of God 
descending like a dove and alighting on Him. 
17 And behold, a voice from heaven said, This is My Son, My Beloved, in 
Whom I delight!”  
 
A Huios wants to do what the Father says. 
 
A Huios has Dominion over Creation 
 
Rom. 8:19   “19 For [even the whole] creation  (all nature) waits expectantly and 
longs earnestly for God’s sons to be made known  [waits for the revealing, the 
disclosing of their sonship].” 
 
Examples of Huios 
 

� That is why when Joshua commanded that 
the sun stand still, it obeyed because he 
was a huios of God. 

 
� Moses could extend his staff and the Red 

Sea parted.   
 

� Creation responds to the huios of God.   
 

� That’s why people are raised from the dead 
– when a huios speaks, something happens 
in creation.   

 
� That’s why the prophets could do all the 

miracles the Bible speaks about.   
 
The whole of creation yearns for the huios of God t o arise! 
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24. MATURITY IN THE SPIRIT 
 
The whole thing about a fully matured son, a huios, has nothing to do with 
longevity in years.  Being a Christian for 30 years does not make you a huios.   
Huios  
– Someone who has passed their tests.  
– Someone loves God more than they love their own life. 
 
In life  maturity comes through experience  accumulated wisdom and knowledge.  
In the spirit realm  it comes through God dealing with us on a personal level 
through three things: 

1) Obedience. 
2) Faithfulness. 
3) Response to discipline. 

 
1) Obedience through suffering 
 
1 Pet. 2:21   “21 For even to this were you called [it is inseparable from your 
vocation]. For Christ also suffered for you , leaving you [His personal] example, 
so that you should follow in His footsteps .” 
 
Heb. 5:8   “8 Although He was a Son, He learned [active, special] obedience 
through what He suffered ” 
 
Suffering is an integral part of us growing up as mature sons of God.  How we 
handle suffering, etc is very important. 
 
Paul’s prayer as a Huios  
 
Phil. 3:10   “10 [For my determined purpose is] that I may know 
Him  [that I may progressively become more deeply  and intimately 
acquainted with Him , perceiving and recognizing and 
understanding the wonders of His Person more strongly and more 
clearly], and that I may in that same way come to know the power  
outflowing from His resurrection [which it exerts over believers], and 
that I may so share His sufferings  as to be continually transformed [in spirit 
into His likeness even] to His death, [in the hope]” 
 
A huios is going to suffer.  But don’t count it as a big thing.  Paul says the prize of 
his life is to gain Christ.  We must be obsessed with the Presence of God. 
 
Heb. 2:9-10   “9 But we are able to see Jesus , Who was ranked lower than the 
angels for a little while, crowned with glory and honor because of His having 
suffered death , in order that by the grace (unmerited favor) of God [to us 
sinners] He might experience death for every individual person. 
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10 For it was an act worthy [of God] and fitting [to the divine nature] that He, for 
Whose sake and by Whom all things have their existence, in bringing many sons 
into glory, should make the Pioneer of their salvation perfect  [should bring to 
maturity the human experience necessary to be perfectly equipped for His office 
as High Priest] through suffering .” 
 
Jesus went ahead of us and we’re following Him – being perfected through 
suffering. 
 
2) Faithfulness 
 
Neh. 7:2   “2 I gave my brother Hanani, with Hananiah the ruler of the castle, 
charge over Jerusalem, for Hananiah was a more faithful  and God-fearing man 
than many.” 
 
Neh. 9:8   “8 You found his heart faithful  before You, and You made the 
covenant with him to give his descendants the land of the Canaanite, Hittite, 
Amorite, Perizzite, Jebusite, and Girgashite. And You have fulfilled Your promise, 
for You are just and righteous.” 
 
Neh. 13:13   “13 I set treasurers over the storerooms: Shelemiah the priest, 
Zadok the scribe, and Pedaiah of the Levites; assisting them was Hanan son of 
Zaccur, the son of Mattaniah, for they were counted faithful , and their task was 
to distribute to their brethren.” 
 
Prov. 20:6   “6 Many a man proclaims his own loving-kindness and goodness, but 
a faithful man  who can find?” 
 
Dan. 6:4   “4 Then the presidents and satraps sought to find occasion [to bring 
accusation] against Daniel concerning the kingdom, but they could find no 
occasion or fault, for he was faithful , nor was there any error or fault found in 
him.” 
 
Matt. 25:21   “21 His master said to him, Well done, you upright (honorable, 
admirable) and faithful servant ! You have been faithful  and trustworthy  over a 
little; I will put you in charge of much. Enter into and share the joy (the delight, 
the blessedness) which your master enjoys.” 
 
Luke. 16:10, 12   “10 He who is faithful  in a very little [thing] is faithful  also in 
much, and he who is dishonest and unjust in a very little [thing] is dishonest and 
unjust also in much. 
12 And if you have not proved faithful  in that which belongs to another [whether 
God or man], who will give you that which is your own [that is, the true riches]?” 
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1 Cor. 4:2   “2 Moreover, it is [essentially] required of stewards that a man should 
be found  faithful  [proving himself worthy of trust].” 
 
1 Tim. 1:12   “12 I give thanks to Him Who has granted me [the needed] strength 
and made me able [for this], Christ Jesus our Lord, because He has judged and 
counted me faithful and trustworthy , appointing me to [this stewardship of] the 
ministry.” 
 
2 Tim. 2:2   “2 And the [instructions] which you have heard from me along with 
many witnesses, transmit and entrust [as a deposit] to reliable and faithful men  
who will be competent and qualified to teach others also .” 
 
Heb. 3:1-2   “1 SO THEN, brethren, consecrated and set apart for God, who 
share in the heavenly calling, [thoughtfully and attentively] consider Jesus, the 
Apostle and High Priest Whom we confessed [as ours when we embraced the 
Christian faith]. 
2 [See how] faithful He was to Him  Who appointed Him [Apostle and High 
Priest], as Moses was also faithful  in the whole house [of God].” 
 
God does not measure time, He measures growth.  He doesn’t measure success 
by growth, He measures it by the amount of faithfulness you display when 
everything is against you.   
 
Ezekiel  
 
How would you like the prophetic word given to Ezekiel at the start 
of your mininstry? 
 
“I’m sending you to a rebellious house.  They will never listen to a 
word you say!” 
 
For 20 years he was faithfully speaking the Word of God to the 
people.  They did not listen and went into exile.  How do you 
measure the success of his ministry?  The results:  NO 
FRUIT?! 
 
You can only measure it by the faithfulness  he displayed to the call of God on 
his life – he just stood there, taking all the rejection, all the opposition; stood his 
ground and gave the pure prophetic Word of God.  Why?  Because he was 
faithful  to the Word God had given him.  We judge everything by the results.  
God judges us by the faithfulness we display. 
 
God WILL test your faithfulness!! 
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25.  RESPONSE TO DISCIPLINE 
 
Heb. 12:5-11   “5 And have you [completely] forgotten the divine word of appeal 
and encouragement in which you are reasoned with and addressed as sons? My 
son, do not think lightly or scorn to submit to the correction and discipline  of 
the Lord, nor lose courage and give up and faint when you are reproved or 
corrected by Him; 
6 For the Lord corrects and disciplines everyone whom He love s, and He 
punishes, even scourges, every son  whom He accepts and welcomes to His 
heart and cherishes. 
7 You must submit to and endure [correction] for disc ipline ; God is dealing 
with you as with sons . For what son is there whom his father does not [thus] train 
and correct and discipline? 
8 Now if you are exempt from correction and left without discipline in which all [of 
God’s children] share, then you are illegitimate offspring and not true sons [at all]. 
9 Moreover, we have had earthly fathers who disciplined us and we yielded [to 
them] and respected [them for training us]. Shall we not much more cheerfully 
submit to the Father of spirits and so [truly] live? 
10 For [our earthly fathers] disciplined us for only a short period of time and 
chastised us as seemed proper and good to them; but He disciplines us for 
our certain good, that we may become sharers in His  own holiness . 
11 For the time being no discipline brings joy , but seems grievous  and 
painful ; but afterwards it yields a peaceable fruit of righteousness to those who 
have been trained by it [a harvest of fruit which consists in righteousness—in 
conformity to God’s will in purpose, thought, and action, resulting in right living 
and right standing with God].” 
 
There are four responses to personal discipline when it comes: 
 
1. If you’re in the Napios stage  – you get angry: 

- You react in your flesh to circumstances. 
- You run away from the Hand of God. 

 
2. If you’re in the Teknon stage:  

- You misunderstand God’s dealings. 
- You treat it as demonic – you blame it on the devil and other people. 

 
3. If you’re in the Padion stage: 

- You accept it in self-pity  because you’ve learned a few 
things that you can’t avoid this thing but you’re feeling so 
sorry for yourself.  Big pity-party! 

- You look for a way out. 
- Or you endure it but you don’t really change – you just 

put up with the discipline, but you’re not changed by it.  
You will only need to go through it again and again 
UNTIL you change! 
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4. If you’re in the Huios stage: 

- You kiss the Hand that hurts! 
- You accept it and submit to God’s control over your life. 

 
Come and present yourself to God – this is not a business deal.  God is not into 
business.  He is into relationship  because He’s a Father.  It is not about ministry 
or anointing but it is about TRUST. 
 
We want to encourage you to grow into maturity – become a huios of God!  
 
Grow up in Jesus Name so that you can graduate to the Ceremony of Adoption 
where you will hear your Father in Heaven say: 
 
“THIS IS MY BELOVED SON IN WHOM I AM WELL PLEASED!”  
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PART C:  PURSUING THE KNOWLEDGE OF GOD – PRACTICAL 
GUIDELINES 
 
SECTION 1: WORDS WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE 
 
Dependence on the Holy Spirit 
 
We need to understand: We cannot manipulate God, force Him to do something 
or demand that He answers our prayers. What we receive from Him is purely 
because of His grace (undeserved favour) not because we have earned or 
performed to receive it. Whether we will receive a deeper knowledge of God is 
not dependent upon our desire, our striving, our time spent in prayer and fasting 
or even our worship.  
 
We will not get a revelation from God because we ask for one. We can only 
receive a revelation when He chooses to reveal Himself. But we can position 
ourselves in such a way that when the revelation comes we are not pre-occupied 
or otherwise engaged in affairs that are non-essential at the time and which 
would hinder us from receiving from the Lord. The way we position ourselves to 
receive from Him is in prayer.  
 
Prayer is not an act or talking or even listening. Prayer is a relationship with A 
PERSON. Prayer is our relationship with God. If you do not pray, you have no 
relationship. It is through prayer that we receive from the Lord and give back to 
Him. It is through prayer that we relate to Him.  
 
Prayer is making ourselves available to meet with Him. Prayer is spending time, 
wasting time if you wish, so that if possible, we may make supernatural, spiritual 
contact with the Creator of the Universe.  
 
One of the ways to make our relationship with God practical is through a prayer-
journal – a notebook in which you can write down ideas that come to you while 
you are waiting on the Lord, note down what you believe He says to you, and 
even write out your prayer to the Lord. Here you can draw pictures, write poems 
or songs to the Lord and even express all your feelings and what is happening in 
your life. Use a notebook thick enough to give you at least a page per day.  
 
Words without Knowledge 
 
We all know the story of Job. Satan accused Job that he only worshipped God 
because of the benefits (protection, blessings, prosperity) he received from that 
worship. Should God remove the benefits then Job would curse Him. God 
accepted the challenge and allowed Satan to wreck havoc in Job’s life. Job 
refuses to curse God, but he began to curse himself for being alive. He does not 
really understand what is happening in his life.  
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Three of his friends tormented him even further by saying that he must have 
done something wrong to deserve this judgment of God on his life.  Then lastly, 
the fourth, and youngest friend, tried to explain that God is so far beyond our 
understanding that we dare not try to question Him (Job 36:26)  and that He does 
not have any personal interested in the life of an individual because of His 
greatness (Job 37:23-24).  
 
Then God came in a whirlwind and began to speak to Job (Job 38:1-2):   
“Who is this who darkens counsel by WORDS WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE?” God 
began to reveal to Job how great He really is and how intimately involved He is in 
the daily affairs of life. He revealed that cares for all aspects of nature – (Jesus 
later on explained this more fully when He said that we have to look at the birds 
of the air and lilies of the fields, how the Father cares for them – how much more 
will He not look after each one of us!!! Matt 6:25-34 ).  
 
Job is immediately humbled and stunned into silence:  
 
Job 40:4-5   “See, I am insignificant, what would I answer You? I lay my hand 
over my mouth [refusing to speak] …and say no more [do not try to explain what 
he knows about God anymore]. “ 
 
God continued to reveal His majesty and power, and how He alone controls the 
whole universe. Job is humbled even more, to the point that he repented in dust 
and ashes. He actually began to despise the opinions he had about God and 
said:  
 
Job 42:2-6    “[You have asked] who is this that hides counsel without 
knowledge? [It is me] I have declared but I did not understand – matters too 
marvelous for me – which I did not know. Listen, please, I ask You, would You 
make it known to me [would You give me understanding]? I have heard of You by 
the hearing of the ear, BUT NOW MY EYE SEES YOU. Therefore I despise 
myself and repent in dust and ashes.  
 
It seemed as if all Job’s friends tried to counsel him by their understanding about 
God and the reasons for Job’s situation. None of these arguments came from 
personal knowledge about God Himself.  
 
Even Job himself had tried to excuse God by what he thought he knew about 
God. How many of us had done just that – given useless counsel to others, or to 
ourselves, because we did not have a personal heart- revelation about the Lord 
in those circumstances? We may have thought that we know what to say 
because we have either heard it from someone else or we have read it in the 
Bible. What Job and his friends said about the Lord was true, but it was not 
firsthand, revelational, experiential truth.  
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We also sometimes say, speak, and pray the truth, but because we have had a 
heart-revelation about that truth, we pray without faith and confidence that the 
Lord will answer – and therefore we receive no answer. (When we pray we hope 
that He will answer – not hope with full assurance but hope filled with doubt – 
maybe the Lord will answer) It is only when the truth about who God is has 
penetrated the understanding of our hearts, there where faith is born, that we can 
pray with confidence, because we now KNOW OUR GOD and His ways. 
 
Waiting on God 
 
…For the next 40 to 60 minutes – or however long you can waste time on Him… 
 
If you have had spoken WORDS WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE about God, then this 
question that God asked of Job is also for you. Take this scripture from Job 38:2  
and meditate on it. Read it over and over until your heart begins to respond to the 
question God asks. If necessary – like Job – confess that you have acted without 
knowledge and turn away from this practice. Meditate also on Job’s request in 
Job 42:2-5 , and make this your prayer. Give yourself enough time to allow the 
depth of God’s desire - to be intimately KNOWN - come to your heart. Thinking  
about something and understanding it in our hearts (knowing) are not the same. 
Thinking is just imaginations – understanding is a realization that changes our 
lives and gives birth to faith. Allow silence as well. Just sit there and wait. Allow 
the Holy Spirit to work even though you may not feel or experience anything. Go 
and meet with your Creator. 
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SECTION 2: GOD-CENTRED VS MAN-CENTRED PRAYER 
 
During a recent visit to Barvas on the Isle of Lewis in the Hebrides, Scotland, I 
had an encounter with the Lord that changed my prayer-life. I was there for just 
one day, wanting to see the church where the revival took place during the 
ministry of Duncan Campbell in 1949. There was nothing spectacular to see; just 
an ordinary church devoid of any special monuments or decorations. I could 
sense the gentle presence of the Lord though. As I sat in the church I asked the 
Lord to speak to me. There were so many things I wanted to hear from Him. But 
there was no immediate answer. Later-on as I walked back to the guesthouse I 
suddenly felt the Lord speaking to my heart. He said: “If you seek Me for Myself 
and not for Me to rescue Africa or your nation, I will come to you.” The presence 
of the Lord was so real that I did not doubt that He was speaking to me. I realized 
that the Lord does not work according to our agendas. He wants us to seek Him 
for Himself.  
 
Whatever happens when we seek Him is entirely up to Him.  
 
As I meditated upon His words, I realized why He was saying that.  I have 
become so focused on my needs and Africa’s needs that I rarely spent time with 
Him just because He is. My mind was so filled with my agenda that I could not 
focus on His agenda. The burden on my heart has made me imbalanced. I was 
seeking Him just to get a solution to the problems we are facing. True worship is 
when we focus on the Lord for Who He is, not just for what He can do for me. I 
realized that the Lord does not exist to save me or to save Africa. He does not 
exist to serve me or to provide for my needs. In fact, I exist to worship and serve 
Him. The provision for my needs will happen when I focus my attention on Him, 
because when He comes He is the solution. This does not mean that we must 
never bring our needs before Him, but it means that we must not treat Him as if 
that is all He is, a provider.   
 
James 4:3  “You ask and do not receive because you ask amiss, that you may 
spend it on your pleasures.” 
 
We are living in an age of humanism, where everything revolves around mankind 
and his pleasures. Ever since the Fall in the Garden of Eden, everything man did 
was geared towards self- gratification. When Satan tempted Eve she took the 
food because it was:  
 
Gen 3:6   “…good for food, pleasant to the eyes and desirable to make one wise.”   
 
After the flood mankind’s desire was: 
  
Gen 11:4  “…to make a name for ourselves…”  
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Humanism is not something new; it began with the first sin. Mankind’s focus 
shifted from God to Self. It was self-centeredness and self-pity that caused Cain 
to murder Abel. It was Nebuchadnezzar’s self-importance that caused him to eat 
grass like an ox.  
 
Much of today’s psychological education is focused on self: self-sufficiency, self-
assertiveness, self-improvement, self-expression, self-assurance, self- 
determination, self-governance and the list can go on and on. All this self-
indulgence has also entered the church and made us self- righteous, self-
satisfied and even, self-conscious. All we can think of is our needs, our survival, 
our future, etc. 
 
In many of the worship services, the focus of our worship is not on God, but on 
our need for Him. (What I am sharing here is not meant to criticize but to show 
how absolutely self-absorbed we have become – and I include myself here. 
There is nothing wrong with needing the Lord; we ARE in need of Him. We are 
so much in need that we can think of nothing else!). We sing: Open MY EYES, I 
WANT to see…I WANT to worship…HERE I AM to praise…let ME SEE Your 
face…take ME behind the veil…GIVE ME POWER, GIVE ME FIRE, POUR OUT 
Your BLESSINGS …etc.  
 
Again I want to say, there is nothing wrong with these songs or with the 
expressions of our need – but these songs do not worship the Lord – the focus is 
not on Him – His character, His wants and His desires - the focus is on us and 
our needs. In many of the more charismatic services, as soon as we feel the 
gentle Presence of the Lord, we expect Him to SERVE US – we call people with 
needs to the altar, pray for the sick, prophecy over one another, generally 
expecting the Lord to be there for us. I have often asked myself whom are we 
worshipping in these services?  
 
And what does it really mean to SERVE THE LORD? What does it mean to 
BLESS HIM? And I am sad to say that I do not get many answers to these 
questions. 
 
If we look at the messages preached on Sundays – how many are focused on 
how Jesus can meet your need rather than on self- denial, self-sacrifice, 
selflessness and self-discipline? Who will teach us to take up our crosses and to 
stand for Jesus even though it may mean that you will loose your reputation and 
other people’s opinion of you? If the preacher should say something from the 
pulpit that makes one feel uncomfortable, instead of being convicted to repent, 
we are offended and become rebellious. If we are so taken up with our own 
needs all the time we will never become useful in the Kingdom of God. The only 
thing this shows is that we are still immature in our walk with the Lord. Instead of 
pouring out our lives as a drink offering we need to be fed and pampered. This 
unhealthy and sinful focus on ourselves causes a lot of superficiality in the 
Church and does not lead to transformation into the image of Christ.  
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It seems as if WE ARE IN DIRE NEED TO SHIFT OUR FOCUS OFF 
OURSELVES AND BACK UNTO THE LORD – to make Him the centre of our 
relationship with Him and to give Him the honour He is worthy of. Even in our 
pursuit of knowing God, we need to heed Jesus’ challenge:  
 
Luke 9:23    “If anyone desires to come after Me, let him deny himself, and take 
up his cross daily, and follow Me.”  
 
If you are seeking the Lord, what is it that you have to deny yourself? Seeking 
the Lord means wasting our time on Him. We have so little time to spare in our 
busy lives. What to you need to deny yourself so that you will have more time to 
spend with Him?  
 
Take Jeremiah 29:13  as the verse to meditate on. Read it over and over until 
your heart begins to respond to the Lord. Write down the thoughts that come to 
mind. If you are like me - desiring to know the Lord because of your own deep 
need - express it to Him and ask Him to help you to seek Him for Himself and not 
for what you can get out of it. Ask Him to change your wrong perspective and to 
change your heart. Allow the Lord to show you the motives and intentions of your 
heart. It is not hidden to Him. If you need to confess and repent, then do it – and 
do not rush this time with Him. Give Him your full attention and the time He 
deserves. 
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SECTION 3:  OUR CREATOR – ALL POWERFUL  
 
Rom. 1:20   “Since the creation of the world [God’s] invisible attributes are clearly 
seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His ETERNAL 
POWER AND DIVINE NATURE, so that [mankind] is without excuse.” 
 
What is the image we have of God in our hearts? Mankind has been made with 
the express purpose to be the Creator’s representative in the visible world. Man 
was made in God’s image (being like Him) and likeness (looking like Him). We 
were supposed to be “God on earth” in the way we represent Him.  
 
Satan deceived Eve with the temptation that she could be “like God – knowing 
good and evil” (Gen 3:5).  She was already like God, but somehow innocent of 
knowing good and evil. The tree, which fruit became the temptation, was the tree 
of knowledge of good and evil.  
 
It seemed as if the knowledge of both good and evil carried with it the death 
penalty – both physical death to the body as well as death to the soul (death to 
emotions, mental ability and will power) and death to a spiritual relationship with 
the Creator.  
 
Romans 1  describes the process of death, the drawing of the veil over our minds 
and becoming ignorant of God as a spiritual exchange of the truth of God for the 
lie: 
-   Thoughts became vain – pointless, useless and ineffective 
-   Hearts became dark (no spiritual sight anymore) 
-   Worship of creation rather than worship of the Creator 
-   Uncleanness – specifically perversion of sexuality 
-   Debased minds (loss of character, value and quality) 
-   All kinds of unrighteousness (e.g. envy, greed, murder, strife, backbiters,  
    haters of God, lack of trust, pride, disobedience to parents, etc.) 
 
When we look at our societies and see the increase of darkness, the sexual 
immorality, rape, murder, injustice, broken families and resistance to Godly 
standards, then we must first and foremost look at the image people have of the 
Creator. Is it a true image or a distorted one? Any society without the knowledge 
of God has no other choice than to become increasingly dark. It is not the 
increase of evil that causes the darkness; it is the absence of light. 
  
Ever since the Fall the process of death caused the increase of evil. Throughout 
the centuries mankind had tried to replace the loss of the knowledge of the True 
God with human or demonic knowledge (Knowledge from the Tree of knowing 
good and evil).  
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The Romans and Greeks created gods that were simply oversized images of 
themselves with exaggerated human flaws. Other cultures have tribal gods with 
demon-like characteristics, or they worship the forces of nature like the sun, 
moon, stars, and waters or earth itself, as if these creative forces can bless or 
curse them.  
 
In our days we are worshipping other human beings as if they have the power to 
deliver us. The more people worship the lie, the more unsatisfied and shameful 
their lives become. The disillusionment with this type of worship eventually leads 
to physical death (suicide, murder, etc.)  
 
Any religion or religious activity, whether animism or humanism, is mankind’s 
attempt to find God. Christianity is God’s attempt to find mankind. Throughout all 
the earth, God has not left us without a testimony of who He is.  
 
Most of us, having heard the testimony about Jesus Christ, are so thankful that 
we are restored to a relationship with our Maker again, that we immediately begin 
to worship Him. But most of us have not paused long enough to really get to 
know our Creator.  
 
We worship Him as the all-powerful One, or the Eternal One, without giving a 
thought as to what it should mean in our own lives or how we can have a deep, 
personal, intimate relationship with the Creator of the Universe.  
 
Knowing God must have a real impact in our lives, and His impact must also be 
visible in the world. Otherwise we begin to doubt the existence of God or His 
personal involvement in each of our lives. If we do not live like He is real, then 
how will the people living in darkness ever sees the light?  
 
Jesus promised that He would send the Holy Spirit to lead us into ALL TRUTH 
(John 16:13).  This SPIRIT OF TRUTH came to dwell in us (John 14:17).  The 
world cannot receive this truth, because the only way to receive it is to go 
through Jesus. So the only way the world can see the TRUTH of who God is is 
when they look at our lives and see the testimony of the TRUE RELATIONSHIP 
with God, TRANSFORMING our lives.  
 
When this begins to happen, then the LIGHT has been switched on. The 
transformation begins when you start believing who God says He is, and when 
you allow the Holy Spirit to re-position your life so that you begin to live as if you 
believe who God is.  
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Pray this prayer with me: 
 
“Creator of the Universe, I really want to know the  truth about You. I 
confess that I have eaten the fruit of knowledge of  good and evil.  Please 
cleanse my mind from these lies I have believed abo ut you.  Help me to 
understand with my heart. Remove from me whatever h indrances may be 
keeping me from receiving the truth. I now yield my self to Your Spirit of 
Truth. Amen.” 
 
Meditate on the following scriptures and ask yourse lf these questions: 
 
The Creator is ALL-POWERFUL. He has the ability to do anything and 
everything He wishes. No one can stand against His purposes. 
 
Ps 33:9-11, 13-15, 18-19; Jeremiah 32:17-19; Matt 1 9:26; Luke 1:37; Luke 
4:36; Rev 19:1-6; Luke 10:19; Acts 1:8; Eph 1:21. 
 
If you believe that God is all-powerful, list the limitations you have put on Him 
because of your unbelief. God will not be offended by your honesty. He already 
knows what you are thinking. What if God was not all-powerful, how would it 
make you feel?  
 
Are there any changes you should make in your life to accommodate the truth 
that He is all-powerful? Spend some time just pondering this attribute of your 
Creator. Ask Him to express this truth to you in your own life and circumstances, 
so that you can understand it.  
 
Lay before Him all the things you are struggling with and ask Him to fill you with 
trust in His character so that you may pray with faith to receive grace in your time 
of need. Listen to His answer. 
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SECTION 4: MINISTERING TO GOD 
 
I mentioned how the focus of our prayers has to shift from being man-centered to 
be God-centered. I have always wondered what it means to minister to God. 
Surely our ministry to Him is worship, and our worship has to be founded on a 
deep and intimate knowledge of the One we worship, otherwise it will only be           
lip-service and not from the heart.  
 
Out of our hearts comes that which we really believe. If we sing about the 
goodness of God, but deep down in our innermost beings we do not really trust 
God’s goodness towards us, then our songs have become lip-service only. It is 
not really a sacrifice of praise to God, because there is no faith to trust Him for 
His goodness.  
 
Over the past months the Lord has gradually brought understanding to my heart. 
I sat for a while under the teaching of a contemplative worshipper of God living in 
the desert of Egypt. Most of his training came directly from the Lord during years 
of isolation and seclusion in the desert, but he also gained insight from the lives 
of the early Church fathers who lived similar solitary lives in secluded places. He 
shared with us what ministering to the Lord meant to these believers. 
 
Those early worshippers who wanted to gain a deep and intimate relationship 
with God were not satisfied to be part of ordinary life anymore and they withdrew 
to lonely places where they could focus only on God.  
 
Through much fasting, all-night vigils and other self-induced hardships and self-
denial, they were rewarded with such closeness with God that their prayers 
caused many countries to open up for the spread of the gospel. They had indeed 
discovered what ministering to God meant. Some of them who lived in seclusion 
prayed as much as 20 hours per day. Who on earth can pray that long and what 
did they pray about?  
 
There are two words in the New Testament that are both translated as either 
serving or ministering. These two words are “diakonea” and “leitourgia”, from 
which we get the English words deacon and liturgy. Liturgy means to serve at 
one’s own cost, and was used specifically to denote the ministry of angels as 
they minister to God. Diakonea is ministry to those with different needs that 
change all the time.  
 
In Heb 1:14  both these words are used: Angels are ministering (leitourgia) spirits, 
send forth to minister (diakonea) to the saints. These angels normally minister to 
God, and they were sent to minister to us. Ministry to God differs from the 
ministry to us. God has no need, so He does not need to be served in the way 
we need to be served. We have various needs and therefore we need the 
ministry of deacons, which the angels can obviously perform. But ministering to 
God is done through liturgy.  
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How do the angels minister to God through liturgy? We see several examples in 
the Bible. When Isaiah had a vision about God’s throne room, He heard the 
angels exclaim:  
 
Isaiah 6:3   “Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts; the whole earth is full of His 
glory!”  
 
When John was given the revelation about the throne room, he heard something 
similar:  
 
Rev 4:8   “Holy, holy, holy is the Lord God Almighty, who was and who is and 
who is to come.”  
 
And then he saw them and the 24 elders who are ministering before the throne, 
prostrating themselves before God of their faces. They seemed to repeat this 
over and over and over again. Whenever something praiseworthy happens in the 
heavens (which is about all the time), they again say: “Holy, holy, holy!” and fall 
down before God.  
 
This is what the angels are doing and have been doing ever since they were 
created. So this must be liturgy. In these instances liturgy or ministry to God 
includes these two aspects: Bringing God glory by proclaiming His attributes from 
a deep, intimate heart knowledge of who He is, and prostration before Him. 
 
The early fathers did just that in their prayers and ministering to God. They used 
the Word of God, specifically the Psalms, to glorify Him and then after each 
Psalm or proclamation of God’s character, they prostrated themselves before 
Him. They repeated the same prayers to glorify God over and over again, in a 
daily fashion, arguing that God never gets tired of the angels’ repetitive worship. 
And they repeatedly prostrated themselves before Him.  
 
Prostration is to bow low before God with your face to the ground. It can mean 
that you lie on your stomach but more generally it is just bowing on your knees 
until your forehead touches the ground. All of our beings should be involved in 
ministry to God, and the only way our bodies can humble itself is by bowing down 
and through fasting. This repetitive prayer of glorifying God by proclaiming His 
attributes over and over and bowing down repeatedly is ministry to God.  
 
In the modern Church we have done away with so much with this type of liturgy 
that ministered to God. We have become modern and try to vary our services so 
that WE do not become bored with what we are doing. We have also become so 
self-conscious that we dare not bow the knee in public because it would be a 
disgrace! In this way we have neglected to do what ministers to God’s heart.  
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There are other religions who understand much better what it is to humble 
themselves (before false gods) than we do as Christians. There is no better way 
than to begin to do it in the secret place. No-one can do in public what they have 
not become used to in their own private times of worship.  
 
Let us bow the knee before the One who is worthy of our liturgy (ministry). Let us 
bring Him the sacrifice of praise that will bless Him and that will cost us 
something. Let us really humble ourselves before Him where no-one sees us to 
commend us on what we are doing. 
 
Let us begin to minister to the Lord by daily, in addition to our other prayers, 
beginning to pray the prayers in Revelation 4 and 5  and then the Psalms  for at 
least an hour per day; if possible do this in one continuous hour, including bowing 
down before Him between the Psalms , or praying on your knees for the whole 
duration of time.  
 
There is no need to change the prayers into your own words. Just read what is 
written there out loud to the Lord with a heart that seeks to sacrifice praise to 
Him. According to the early fathers, this is one sure way to seek intimacy with the 
Almighty God, and to find it. May the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ bless you 
and reveal Himself to you more and more in the innermost part of your beings. 
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SECTION 5: CONTROLLING YOUR THOUGHTS 
 
Many of you had expressed your inability to keep your mind focused on the Lord 
while you pray. Here is a shortened version of a teaching by Johannes Facius on 
how to handle distractions and hindrances while meditating (I have added some 
of my own interpretations that I’ve found helpful). 
 
HANDLING DISTRACTIONS AND HINDRANCES TO SITTING AT THE FEET 
OF JESUS – Johannes Facius 
 
Almost all of us have the problem of straying thoughts when we want to spend 
time with the Lord. These hindrances come from 3 sources:   

� distractions (autonomous thoughts that come and draw your thinking away 
to another subject),  

� anxiety (worries) and  
� pre-occupation (troubled thoughts about many other things that your life is 

occupied with). The enemy engineers these things and “jams” our 
communication with the Lord. So we often wonder: are we able to control 
our thought life? 

 
What are thoughts? A thought is the way our mind (both conscious and 
unconscious) interprets the world around us. Any thought is a seed that will grow 
and bear fruit. We can get thoughts from many different sources – from the world 
around us, from someone else speaking to us, from something we see, from 
something we experience, from both natural and supernatural inputs (from God 
and from the enemy).  
 
Proverbs 23:7  say that your thoughts make you who you are – give you an 
identity – your thoughts or rather what you think about reveal whom you are.  
 
Our mind monitors what happens around us through our thoughts, like our skin 
monitors the air temperature. We cannot prevent thoughts coming into our mind, 
but we need to FILTER THEM AND DEAL WITH EACH THOUGHT THAT 
COMES BEFORE IT TAKES ROOT IN OUR LIVES. We need to learn to 
DIRECT OUR THOUGHTS. This is one of the most difficult things to do since we 
are not taught from childhood how to do this. There are several ways to take 
control over your thoughts: 
 
1. CONFESS OUT LOUD WITH YOUR MOUTH what is in your mind. If a 
thought stays in your mind it will have power to torture you. Many of our thoughts 
are anxious. Anxiety is a sin because it stems from unbelief.  
 
So one sure way of taking a thought captive is to speak it out – especially to the 
Lord. It is no use trying to hide your thoughts from Him – He knows all about it 
even before it is in your mind. So express your thoughts to the Lord – talk to Him 
about your sin, temptations, what bothers you, etc.  
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Phil 4:4-7  says we must not be anxious but bring it all to the Lord in prayer. The 
next thing is to take a piece of paper (or your journal) and write down what you 
are thinking. Many of us will be shocked when we see what our minds are busy 
with. Once a thought is captured it can no longer disturb you. Even if it is only a 
very innocent thought like: I need to buy potatoes for the evening meal. Write it 
down so that you can take care of it later.  
 
When you speak to God about your thoughts, it also leads to confession. When 
we do this the Word of the Lord promises: THE PEACE OF GOD WILL GUARD 
YOUR HEART AND YOUR MIND (Phil 4:7).   
 
This peace is not because you understand the thoughts you are thinking or that 
you have found a solution to your problem – it is supernatural peace - now that 
the thought is “uttered” the Lord can help you towards a solution. 
 
2. PROCLAMATIONS AND SPIRITUAL WARFARE.  Thoughts that come from 
the enemy, from our woundedness or from any sin you commit or that has been 
committed against you, are used in the building of a stronghold of lies in your life 
(2 Cor 10:4-5).   
 
All of us have these thought-patterns that were built when we were children and 
we were too ignorant to know that we are allowing the enemy to use the thoughts 
we were thinking then for his purposes. God has given us Divine Weapons to 
tear down these strongholds. The enemy wants our minds to be filled with many 
thoughts so that there will be no room for us to think about God.  
 
The way to handle this kind of negative thinking, mostly about God, we need to 
ask the Lord to show us the truth from the Word and then we SPEAK OUT THE 
TRUTH against the lies in our minds. 
 
3. To take control over our minds is TO BE WATCHFUL OVER WHAT WE SEE, 
HEAR AND EXPERIENCE. In Luke 21:34  Jesus warns us that we must take 
heed of ourselves (watch ourselves) so that our hearts will not be weighed down 
with carousing (partying), drunkenness, and cares of this life. This means that we 
must not become intoxicated with anything in life.  
 
We must not become so absorbed in some issues in life that we can no longer 
control its influence over us. When we let go and just enjoy life’s pleasures, our 
senses can become paralyzed. Any pleasure that comes from the natural realm 
is viable to become an anesthetic to your spirit. A natural or sensual pleasure can 
block your spirit from communicating with God.  
 
Not that all pleasures are sinful, but it can obstruct your way to God.  
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For example – many of us, when we are tired in the evening, will sit down in front 
of the TV and enjoy a simple, innocent story. This action has just filled your mind 
with pictures and thoughts so that your mind cannot cope with more thoughts 
when you want to spend time with the Lord. It is so busy sorting out what you’ve 
just bombarded it with for an hour or more that it cannot focus on the Lord.  
 
Similar - if your mind has been occupied with thoughts about business or school 
or a hobby or anything else that interests you, it is difficult to add thoughts about 
God to it. Our daily lives and daily needs can captivate our thoughts so that we 
find it difficult to become aware of spiritual things. When you now come to the 
Lord, you are pre-occupied (your mind is already filled).  
 
Therefore it is good to live a simpler lifestyle, to not be involved in so many things 
the world has to offer and to give ourselves time to empty our minds of all these 
other thoughts (by talking to the Lord about it – rather than expecting the TV to 
help us think of other things).  
 
Busyness can be a hole in your armour when you want to pray. Watch out how 
you spend your leisure time. If anything causes you to be less aware of the 
Lord’s presence, leave it! 
 
Learn To Take Charge Over Yourself – Speak To Your Soul.   
 
There are many examples in the Psalms where David gave orders to his soul to 
calm down. We are to rule our souls from our spirits. We are not to let the flesh 
rule our souls. We can speak to our souls and command it to come under control. 
Do not let your soul rule your life with all your emotions and self-centeredness.  
 
Start singing a song when you feel depressed. Tell your soul of all the good 
things the Lord is doing to you. Learn to live out of your spirit and take charge of 
your emotions and feelings. In this way you will learn to discern between soulish 
and spiritual issues. 
 
Take Up The Sword Of The Spirit.  
 
Ps 8:2  – the Word of the Lord will silence the enemy. The Word is the Sword of 
the Spirit. Learn to discern when the Spirit of the Lord that dwells in you is taking 
up the Sword against intruding thoughts. Even baby Christians can use the Word 
– you do not need to be mature to stand against the enemy and his ways. But the 
Spirit cannot use the Word as a Sword UNLESS YOU HAVE THE WORD IN 
YOU. You do not need to memorize each scripture, but daily eat the Word and 
ask for it to become ALIVE to you.  
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A good thing is to buy an audio version of the Bible on cassette or CD and 
LISTEN to the Word, over and over. Let your mind be saturated with the Word, 
and then when the need arises, the Spirit can use the Word to fight off the 
enemy’s attacks. And the Word that is ALIVE in you will cut like a two-edged 
sword. 
 
Control Your Thoughts Through Bible Meditation.  
 
Meditation is a powerful tool to control the mind. It is used by gurus of the eastern 
religions to enter very deep into mind-control, to such an extent that they can 
even control the minds of other people! We are not talking about such meditation 
but to focus your mind on the Word.  
 
What you allow your mind to focus on, will determine how you live your life. The 
difference between looking at something and meditating on it is TIME. When you 
meditate you take time. First you still your mind, then you focus it on some part of 
the Word, especially on one of the characteristics or attributes of the Lord 
Himself (e.g. His goodness, kindness, holiness, etc.) and allow the Holy Spirit 
time to take you though a spiritual encounter with the Lord. If you do this, then 
THE GOD OF PEACE WILL BE WITH YOU (You will have an encounter with the 
One you are seeking!) (Phil 4:8,9).   
 
It is not an easy thing to learn to control one’s mind, but it is attainable and will 
lead to a wonderful satisfying prayer life. If it is difficult to it do on your own, find 
someone and do it together. Manifestations of God’s presence are much stronger 
when we are two or three gathered together. As you begin to practice this 
renewed focus on the Lord, EXPECT a battle to rage in your mind. DO NOT 
BECOME DISCOURAGED when you fail to focus your thoughts. Just keep at it.  
 
Keep taking your thoughts captive by speaking it out or writing it down.  
Eventually your mind will begin to submit to your spirit and you will experience 
deliverance and freedom like never before. Use worship music to still your mind 
but do not let someone else’s worship take the place of your own time with the 
Lord.  
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SECTION 6:  THE POWER OF THE WORD 
 
We are discovering more and more the power of praying the Word. When 
ministering to God through the Psalms and other scriptures, it is as if our spirits 
are joined and united with the Word Himself. More and more people testify about 
the transformation in themselves, their families and their ministries since they 
began to pray the Word. We have put together some of the scriptures concerning 
to word as a prayer that proclaims the power of God’s Word.  
 
Eternal God – Father, Son and Holy Spirit...it is t o You that we lift up our 
eyes. Our help is from You.  
 
In the beginning was the WORD and the WORD was with  God and the 
WORD was God (1). By Your WORD the heavens were mad e (2) and You 
uphold all things by the power of Your WORD (3). Fo rever, o LORD, Your 
WORD is settled in heaven (4) and You have magnifie d Your WORD above 
Your Name (5). Your WORD is alive and powerful, and  sharper than any 
two-edged sword, piercing even to the division of s oul and spirit, and of 
joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the though ts and intentions of the 
heart (6). Your WORD is also like a fire, and a ham mer that breaks a rock in 
pieces (7). Your WORD is the SWORD of the Spirit (8 ) and every WORD that 
goes out of Your mouth will not return to You void,  but will accomplish 
what pleases You and prosper in the thing for which  You send it (9). 
 
You, who reveal Yourself through your WORD (10), op en also my mind to 
understand the Scriptures (11) and give me a Spirit  of wisdom and 
revelation to know You (12). Your WORD is a lamp to  my feet and light for 
my path (13) and the entrance of Your WORDS gives l ight; it gives 
understanding to the simple (14). Direct my steps b y Your WORD and let no 
iniquity have dominion over me (15). You have the W ORDS of eternal life 
(16) and The WORDS You have given us is Spirit and is life (17).Your WORD 
comforts me (18) and I live from every WORD that co mes from Your mouth 
(19). I have hidden Your WORD in my heart that I mi ght not sin against You 
(20). Thank You that Your WORD cleanses me (21), an d that my way will 
stay cleansed if I take heed according to Your WORD  (22). It is Your WORD 
that heals me and delivers me from destruction (23) . So I hope and put my 
trust in Your WORD (24). 
  
The entirety of Your WORD is truth and all Your jud gments endure forever 
and through Your Word I am sanctified (25). Your WO RDS are pure, like 
silver tried in the furnace of the earth; purified seven times (26); I can trust 
You because Your WORD is proven (27). Your WORDS ar e sweet to my 
taste; when I found Your WORDS I ate them and they brought joy to my 
heart (28).  
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Your law is perfect, converting the soul; Your test imony is sure, making 
wise the simple; Your statutes are right, rejoicing  the heart; Your 
commandment is pure, enlightening the eyes; The fea r of the LORD is 
clean, enduring forever; Your judgments are true an d righteous altogether.  
More to be desired are they than gold, yes, than mu ch fine gold; Sweeter 
also than honey and the honeycomb. Moreover by them  I am is warned, 
and in keeping them there is great reward (29). 
 
Let Your WORD dwell richly in me so that I can teac h and encourage others 
(30) and overcome the evil one (31). As a newborn b aby I desire the pure 
milk of the WORD so that I can grow spiritually (32 ). Let the hearing of Your 
WORD bring faith to my heart (33) so that I can ple ase You (34). Lord Jesus 
Christ, the Living WORD of God, You are the Way, th e Truth and the 
Life(35). Let Your WORD abide in me, and I abide in  You, and I will receive 
what I ask from You (36). 
 
Establish Your Word in our cities and nations, let it grow mightily and 
prevail (37). "All flesh is as grass, and all the g lory of man as the flower of 
the grass. The grass withers, and its flower falls away, but the WORD of the 
LORD endures forever." (38)   
 
(1) John 1:1 
(2) Psalm 33:6 
(3) Heb 1:3 
(4) Psalm 119:89 
(5) Psalm 138:2 
(6) Heb 4:12 
(7) Jeremiah 23:29 
(8) Eph 6:17 
(9) Is 55:11 
(10) 1 Sam 3:21 
(11) Luke 24:45 
(12) Eph 1:17 
(13) Psalm 119:105 
(14) Psalm 119:130 
(15) Psalm 119:133 
(16) John 6:68 
(17) John 6:63 
(18) Psalm 119:15 
(19) Deut 8:3; Matt 4:4 

(20) Psalm 119:11 
(21) John 15:3; Eph 5:26 
(22) Psalm 119:9 
(23) Psalm 107:20 
(24) Psalm 119:81,144 
(25) Psalm 119:160; John 17:17 
(26) Psalm 12:6 
(27) Psalm 119:103 
(28) 2 Samuel 22:31 
(29) Ps 19:7-11 
(30) Col 3:16 
(31) 1 John 2:14 
(32) 1 Pet 2:2 
(33) Rom 10:17 
(34) Heb 11:6 
(35) John 14:6 
(36) John 15:7 
(37) Acts 19:20 
(38) 1 Pet 1:24 
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SECTION 7:  WORD WATCH: The WRITTEN WORD OF GOD - 
THE BIBLE 
 
 
"AND TO THE…CHURCH…WRITE…" 
 
2 Tim 3:15, 16   “…the SACRED WRITINGS, which are able to make you WISE 
for SALVATION through FAITH in Jesus Christ. ALL SCRIPTURE is BREATHED 
OUT BY GOD and profitable for teaching, for reproof, for correction, and for 
training in righteousness…”  
 
Rom 16:25, 26   “…the revelation of the MYSTERY that was kept secret for long 
ages but has now been disclosed and through the PROPHETIC WRITINGS has 
been made known to ALL NATIONS, according to the command of God, to bring 
about OBEDIENCE OF FAITH…”  
 
John 20:31   “…these are WRITTEN so that you may BELIEVE that JESUS IS 
THE CHRIST, the Son of God, and that by BELIEVING you may have LIFE IN 
HIS NAME…”  
 
Ex 31:18  “And He gave to Moses, when He had finished speaking to him on 
Mount Sinai, the two tablets of the testimony, tablets of stone, WRITTEN WITH 
THE FINGER OF GOD.”  
 
The WRITTEN word or scriptures that we call the Bible is made up of 66 
separate books, written over a period of 1600 years from 1492 BC to 100 AD. It 
was written by different people from many various backgrounds – from 
shepherds to kings, from fishermen to learned priest and Pharisees, from 
prophets to a doctor, and so on. It was written in a wilderness, in a palace, in jail 
and on a deserted island.  
 
No human being initiated the writing of these books, neither was it put together in 
a haphazard way, but it was initiated by ONE AUTHOR – ALL SCRIPTURE WAS 
BREATHED BY GOD Himself. It is God’s Word, captured on paper for all time.  
 
The Bible is NOT superstition or mere legends, stories or fables of times gone 
by. It is LIVING and ACTIVE! The Bible is a supernatural book. Although the 
paper and ink in themselves are nothing, when the words are read, preferably out 
loud, it is ALIVE and brings LIFE to those who read and those who hear it read. 
 
The Bible is about God. It is HIS STORY. It is His way of REVEALING Himself, a 
demonstration of who He is and what He is like. Although it is also possible to 
learn about the Creator from looking at creation itself, God gave us His written 
Word, so that we might get to know Him on a personal level.  
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The Bible is a written PORTRAIT or PHOTO of the Creator of the Universe, the 
ONE WHO SITS ON THE THRONE. The Almighty, the Judge of all the earth, the 
Supreme King, the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. 
 
One has to read the WHOLE Bible to understand the revelation God is giving. 
One cannot read the New Testament without understanding the basic 
fundamental principles about who God is in the Old Testament. One can also not 
read the Old Testament without understanding the revelation given in the New 
Testament about things hidden within the pages and stories written in the Old 
Testament.  
 
For a complete revelation about Who God is, one needs to understand how and 
why He revealed Himself to Israel as a nation, and why He dealt with them the 
way He did in the Old Testament. This will give an understanding of why mankind 
needs a Saviour, and why God sent His Son Jesus Christ to die on the cross. 
The WHOLE BIBLE is a PROGRESSIVE REVELATION of God Himself.  
 
The Bible is a spiritual book, not a philosophical book. It is practical and down to 
earth, but it operates according to spiritual principles. God wanted ALL PEOPLE 
to know Him, therefore He did not write the Bible in incomprehensible language.  
 
One of the supernatural miracles of the Bible is that it brings revelation no matter 
in which language it is written! Although the Bible is written in different kinds of 
language (figurative, symbolical and literal), it is not meant to confuse anyone, 
but to bring light and understanding about God, who He is and what He wants. 
The Bible is self-explanatory.  
 
It needs no extra-biblical revelation to add to the message, although God gave us 
His Holy Spirit, to help us to understand the meaning of His Word (But the 
Helper, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will send in my name, He will teach you 
all things and bring to your remembrance all that I have said to you. (1 John 
14:26).  
 
There is no need for a special initiation or esoteric training to understand the 
revelation of God; all a person needs is the help of the Holy Spirit. He brings 
LIGHT to our minds (Eph 1:17, 18) , and LIFE to our hearts. These two together, 
the SPIRIT and the WORD will bring about a NEW BIRTH and someone who 
experiences this process will be taken out of the kingdom of darkness and be 
brought into the kingdom of light.  
 
Although the Bible is mainly addressed to Jews (Hebrews), certain Gentile 
nations and the Church, it is meant for ALL PEOPLE. Even the Old Testament 
historical events that were written mainly to the nation of Israel, was written down 
so that we can learn from their example (1 Cor 10:12) . One needs not to have 
studied to understand or know the God of the Bible.  
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When your heart and mind is touched by the Holy Spirit, understanding and 
revelation of the God of the Bible will come to you. If you read the Bible, 
SALVATION, FAITH, LIFE, JOY and PEACE will be yours. There are many 
scriptures that command us to EAT the Word, to let the Word be in our mouths. 
This does not mean eat in the literal sense like chewing the paper! It means that 
we must “eat” with our hearts or spirits.  
 
Somehow this happens when we take the words in our mouths and read them 
out loud. Our hearts then begins to eat and we will grow spiritually. The Lord 
commanded Joshua  
 
Joshua 1:8   “This book for the Law (Genesis to Deuteronomy) shall not depart 
from you MOUTH, but you shall meditate (repeating it over and over out loud) on 
it day and night…then you will make your way prosperous, and you will have 
good success.” 
 
For many centuries the Word had a central place in all church services. In some 
denominations, the Word were sung or chanted or read for long periods of time. 
But in our generation the focus of our services is on preaching or the explanation 
of what the Word says, rather than to let the Word just speak to for itself. Join us 
as we focus on the Word of God. Begin to read the Word, our loud, in your 
private times with the Lord, in our gatherings with other believers, on the streets 
while we wait for the bus, or whenever there is some idle time.  
 
Let us fill our mouths with His Word, and He will fill our hearts with Himself. Begin 
by reading a few Psalms per day, as well as a few chapters of both Old and New 
Testament. Get yourself a One Year Bible and read through the Bible in a year. 
Or read a BOOK of the Bible per day. In that way you will read through the Bible 
in 66 days! For intercessors – find yourself a place where you can look out over 
your city, town or village, and read the Word of God out loud over your 
community. If your nation is unfortunate to have many illiterate people, read the 
Word to them – faith comes by hearing! 
 
Revelation 1:3   “Blessed is the one who reads aloud the words of this prophecy, 
and blessed are those who hear, and who keep what is written in it, for the time 
is near.”  
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SECTION 8: TRAINING YOUR SPIRIT 
 
Our spirits need to be fed by God Himself. The easiest way to do this is to read 
the Bible, especially the Psalms, Gospels and Revelation.  
 
The wonderful thing about reading the Bible is that it is God- inspired, Spirit-
breathed, so the Word becomes the way to breath in the life of God. Reading the 
Bible should not be rushed, but read in such a way that you subject your mind to 
the Word. Do not try to memorize it with your mind, but let your spirit become 
saturated.  
 
Your mind is not necessarily involved with this kind of reading, but you will have 
to control your thoughts otherwise they run all over the place in different 
directions. 
 
How to control your thoughts: 
 
1. Read the Bible out loud slowly and try to focus your mind on what you read. 
Do this for at least 30 minutes to an hour per day.  
 
2. Focus your heart on God by slowly breathing His Name "Jesus Christ, Son of 
God, have mercy on me." This prayer is called the Jesus Prayer and has become 
the means by which thousands of believers have entered into a deeper walk with 
God. This prayer can be repeated over and over whenever you have a few free 
moments, or deliberately for any length of time. Try to concentrate on the Person 
of God when you call on Him. Use this prayer to focus your thoughts on the Lord 
before you begin any scripture reading.  
 
3. Pray that the Holy Spirit will help you as you read to open your heart to 
understand the Scriptures on a deeper level than just with your mind. Our minds 
as part of our souls need to submit itself to the spirit. 
 
4. An easy way to help your body to enter into the spirit life is to keep it busy with 
mundane tasks. One early seeker of God had to peel potatoes in his daily life 
and he used it to keep his hands and mind busy while unceasingly reciting the 
Jesus prayer. Because of this very practical way of keeping your body and mind 
busy while your spirit and heart focus on the Lord, the church has developed a 
prayer rope.  This comes originally from the prayer shawl in Numbers 15:38-40  
and Deut 22:12  where they were commanded to make tassels on the four 
corners.   
 
Numbers 15:38-40   “38 Speak to the Israelites and bid them make fringes or 
tassels on the corners in the borders of their garm ents  throughout their 
generations, and put upon the fringe of the borders or upon the tassel of each 
corner a cord of blue. 
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39 And it shall be to you a fringe or tassel that you may look upon and 
remember all the commandments of the Lord and do th em, that you may not 
spy out and follow after [the desires of] your own heart and your own eyes , 
after which you used to follow and play the harlot [spiritually, if not physically], 
40 That you may remember and do all My commandments and be holy to 
your God .” 
 
Deut 22:12   “12 You shall make yourself tassels on the four corners  of your 
cloak with which you cover yourself.” 
 
These tassels were called Tzitzit-threads that are wrapped and knotted.  The 
purpose of these tassels were very clear: 
 
Num. 15:38-40   “40 That you may remember and do all My commandments 
and be holy to your God .” 
 
The tzitzit is to be a constant visual reminder that the wearer is covenanted with 
God to remember all of His commandments and to observe them. 
 
This focus on a small action has helped very much to still the thoughts and to 
help the mind to be focused on calling on the Name of Jesus. Any mundane task 
leads itself perfectly to this kind of praying. Very soon, the mind will become 
accustomed to this way and will cease its wild searches for attention and 
stimulation. 
 
5. Another way to help your mind to stay focused on the Lord is to pray short 
sentences such as: Lord Jesus Christ, strengthen me according to Your Word; 
Bless the Lord, o my soul, and all that is within me; I love You, Lord Jesus; Be 
merciful to me, and help me with...; I sing your praises, Father, Son and Holy 
Spirit. Or use any scripture and let your mind repeat it over and over. Try to not 
say it only with your lips otherwise it becomes vain repetitions which Jesus warns 
us against in Matt. 6:7. 
 
Matthew 6:7  “7 And when you pray, do not heap up phrases (multiply words, 
repeating the same ones over and over ) as the Gentiles do, for they think 
they will be heard for their much speaking . 
8 Do not be like them, for your Father knows what you need before you ask Him.” 
 
Over time your mind will be stilled and your heart will begin to lead your times of 
prayer with the Lord. 
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SECTION 9: PRAYING THE WORD (A TEN DAY FOCUS) 
 
Day 1: The Transforming power of Christ’s Kingdom  
 
Father, we pray that Your Kingdom would come and Your will be done on earth 
as it is in heaven.1 You are the King of the Universe, and as Church in the 
nations of the world we come to worship You. You rule over the nations.2 Your 
throne, O God, is forever and ever; A sceptre of righteousness is the Sceptre of 
Your Kingdom.3  
 
From all the nations we will speak of the glory of Your Kingdom and talk of Your 
power, to make known to the sons of men Your mighty acts, and the glorious 
majesty of Your Kingdom. Your Kingdom is an everlasting Kingdom, and Your 
dominion endures for all generations.4  
 
Unto us a Child was born, and unto us a Son was given; and the government will 
be on His shoulder; His Name is called Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God, 
Everlasting Father, and Prince of Peace. Of the increase of His government and 
peace there will be no end, upon the throne of David and over his Kingdom. He 
will order and establish it with judgement and justice from that time forward and 
forever.5  
 
Forgive us for being so focussed on our own needs and on building our own 
kingdoms, and for neglecting to build a place for You to dwell among the 
nations.6  
 
Please open the eyes of our hearts so that we may know the hope to which You 
have called us, and the riches of Your glorious inheritance in us, the saints, and 
Your incomparable great power for us who believe. You have raised Christ from 
the dead and seated Him at Your Right Hand in the heavenly realms far above all 
rule and authority, power and dominion, and every title that can be given, not 
only in this present age, but also in the one to come.7 We bow our knees and 
acknowledge the authority of the Name of Jesus and confess that Jesus Christ is 
Lord.8  
 
We pray that many more believers will hear the Word of the Gospel of the 
Kingdom, and that the seed will fall in prepared hearts, so that there will be a 
great harvest of souls in our generation.9 Transform our lives so that we will be 
like the salt of the earth and like leaven that spreads through the nations.10  
 
We bless You, Most High God, and praise and honour You Who live forever.11 
We declare that there will come a time when thrones will be put in place; and 
You, the Ancient of Days will be seated. Your garment will be white as snow and 
the hair of Your Head like pure wool.  
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Your throne a fiery flame and its wheels a burning fire. While ten thousands times 
ten thousands stand before You, the court will be seated and books opened.  
Then One like the Son of Man will come with the clouds of heaven and be 
brought near You. Then to Him You will give dominion and glory and a Kingdom 
so that all peoples, nations and languages should serve Him. His dominion is an 
everlasting dominion, which shall not pass away; and His Kingdom is the one 
which shall not be destroyed. Then Your saints, O Most High shall receive the 
Kingdom and possess the Kingdom forever.12  
 
We join with every creature in heaven and on earth and under the earth and on 
the sea, and all that is in them to sing: “To Him who sits on the throne and to the 
Lamb, be praise and honour and glory and power, for ever and ever!”13 
 
We now proclaim to all nations: “Lift up your heads, O ye gates, and be lifted up, 
everlasting doors, so that the King of Glory may enter in!”14 

 
 

 
1 Matt 6:9,10.  2Ps 22:27,28.  3Ps 45:6.  4Ps 145:11-13.  5Is 9:6,7. 6Hag 1:4-8.  
7Eph 1:18-21.  8Phil 2:10-11.  9Matt 13:3-23.  10Matt 5:13; Matt 13:34. 11Dan 4:34.  
12Dan 7:9,10,13,14,18.  13Rev 5:13.  14Ps 24:7. 
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Day 2: United prayer  
 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, One God. We confess that there is One Body, One 
Spirit, One Lord, One faith, One baptism, One God and Father of all, who is 
above all, and through all, and in us all.1 We pray to You, God of patience and 
comfort to grant us, the Church in the nations of the world, to be like-minded 
toward one another as we seek Your Face, so that we are able to glorify You, the 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, with one mind and one mouth. Help us to accept 
one another, just as Christ accepted us, so that we will bring praise to Your 
Name.2  
 
We confess that our conduct in the past was unworthy of the gospel of Christ, but 
now we desire to be steadfast in one spirit and to do our utmost together for the 
faith of the gospel with one mind.3 We are sorry that we have only looked out for 
our own interests, and not for the interests of others.  We confess our selfish 
ambitions and conceit, and in lowliness of mind we humble ourselves before You 
to ask Your help so that we can esteem the other believers as better than 
ourselves.4  
 
As we come together to unite in prayer, give us compassion for one another, to 
love as brothers, to be tender-hearted and courteous, and not to return evil for 
evil or reviling for reviling, but on the contrary to bless, so that we may also 
receive a blessing.5 We will no longer be wise in our own opinions, and will not 
set our minds on high things, but associate with the humble.6 Help us to bear 
with one another in love, not to focus only on ourselves, as Christ did not please 
Himself7, and to endeavour to keep the unity of Spirit in the bond of peace8, and 
please destroy any unholy alliances that hinders our prayers.9 

 
Thank You for giving us apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors and teachers so 
that we can be equipped for the work of ministry and be edified as the Body of 
Christ, until we all come to the unity of the faith and the knowledge of the Son of 
God, to a Perfect Man, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ. We 
no longer want to be children, tossed to and fro and carried about with every 
wind of doctrine, deceived by men (or women), but through speaking the truth in 
love, we want to grow up in all things into the Head – Jesus Christ – from whom 
the whole Body, all of us, are joined and knitted together by what every joint 
supplies.10 Jesus promised us that when we are united in prayer, and agree on 
what we are asking, that You, our Father in heaven, will give us what we ask and 
that He will be in our midst.11  
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Encourage us to persevere as we wait for Your promises and to not lose heart.12 
Thank You that even though we are weak and we do not know what to pray, the 
Holy Spirit intercedes for us. You who search the hearts, please hear our 
prayers.13 

 
Now, God of hope, fill us with all joy and peace in believing, that we may abound 
in hope by the power of the Holy Spirit.14 

 
 

 
1Eph 4:4-6.  2Rom 15:1-7.  3Phil 1:27.  4Phil 2:2-4.  51 Pet 3:8-9.  6Rom 12:16.  
7Rom 15:1-3.  8Eph 4:2-3.  9Rev 17:13.  10Eph 4:11-16. 11Matt 18:19-20.               
12Luke 18:1.  13Rom 8:25-27.  14Rom 15:13.  
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Day 3: The outpouring of God’s Spirit upon all  
 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, thank You that we can live in the Dispensation 
and Time when Your Holy Spirit is given to teach, guide and comfort us.1 Thank 
You that on the Day of Pentecost, almost 1970+ years ago, the Church was 
birthed through a baptism of fire, when You kept Your Promise and poured out 
Your Spirit on all flesh2.  
 
Thank You that the outpouring of Your Holy Spirit proves that You had accepted 
the offer Jesus made to reconcile us with You, and that He is exalted to Your 
Right Hand.3 Thank You that You have given the Church Power through Your 
Holy Spirit to proclaim the Gospel of Jesus Christ in all nations and that we are 
witnesses of Your faithfulness, when so many nations of the world will join in a 
Global Day of Prayer.4 Thank You for the gifts of the Spirit which testifies of Your 
Desire for all people to know Your Word.5  
 
Thank You that through Your Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Adoption6 we can know 
You7 and call You “Abba Father”, and that You have not left us alone but have 
given us a Helper.8 Thank You that You had sealed our redemption by the Holy 
Spirit, that He is the Guarantee of the inheritance that is waiting for us, and that 
through Him we are being sanctified.9 We have indeed become the Temple of 
Your Spirit and we belong to Him.10  
 
Thank You for washing, cleansing and strengthening us through Your Spirit, so 
that we can truly become Your dwelling place.11 Please forgive us for the many 
times that we have grieved and quenched the Holy Spirit, or refused to submit to 
Your ways and resisted Him.12 Protect us from ever speaking against, rebelling 
or lying to the Holy Spirit so that You do not turn against us and become our 
enemy.13 

 
Your Spirit gives us wisdom and boldness to share Your Word with all people, 
even with those in authority.14 Give us more boldness so that even when we are 
persecuted we will still speak the truth and not stay silent about Your love and 
the hope that we have in our hearts.15 Help us to remember that Your Spirit will 
give us the right words whenever we are in any way threatened about our faith.16 
Give us wisdom so that we will know how to minister to those who are in need.17 
You have not given us a spirit of fear, but of love, power and self-control.18 Let 
the fruit of the Spirit be visible in and through our lives.19 

 
Our souls thirst for You, O God, like a dry and thirsty land we long for You to pour 
out Your Spirit once again.20 Send us times of refreshing and revive us, O Lord.21 
Jesus invited us: “If anyone thirsts, let him come to Me and drink. He who 
believes in Me, as the Scripture has said, out of his innermost being will flow 
rivers of living water.” Please let this Living Water of the Spirit quench our thirst 
for You and flow out to give Life to the nations.22 Let Your Spirit send us out and 
fill us with hope by His power.23  
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Come, Holy Spirit and convict the world of sin, and of righteousness, and of 
judgment.24 Let the Church multiply and walk in the fear of the Lord and in the 
comfort of Your Holy Spirit.25 

 
 

 
1John 14:26.  2Joel 2:28-32; Acts 2:1-4; 17-21; Matt 3:11. 3Acts 2:33.  4Acts 1:8.  
5Prov 1:23; 1 Cor 12:1-30; Heb 2:4. 6Rom 8:15; Gal 4:6.  7Eph 1:17.                         
8John 14:16,18; John 15:26.  9Eph 1:13,14; 2 Thess 2:13; 1 Pet 1:2.                                    
101 Cor 6:19.  11Titus 3:5; Eph 3:16.  12Eph 4:30; 1 Thess 5:19; Acts 5:51.            
13Matt 12:32; Acts 5:3;Is 63:10,11.  14Dan 4:9; 5:11; Acts 4:18.  15Acts 4:31;                
Rom 5:5.  16Mark 3:11; Luke 12:11-12;  17Acts 6:3;  182 Tim 1:7;  19Gal 5:22-23;  
20Ps66:1; Is 44:3.  21Acts 3:19; Ps 85:6.  22John 7:37-39.  23Acts 13:4; Rom 15:13.  
24John 16:7-8.  25Acts 9:31. 
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Day 4: Transformed relationships in the church  
 
Lord Jesus Christ, You are the Head of the Body, the Church. You are the 
beginning and the firstborn from among the dead and in everything You are 
supreme. It pleased the Father to let all His fullness dwell in You, and through 
You to reconcile all things to Himself, by making peace through Your Blood, that 
was shed on the Cross.1 

 
We confess as a Church that we have not discerned Your Body correctly but 
have thought of ourselves more highly than we ought to, forgetting that it is one 
Body with many members and that all the members do not have the same 
function, but still each member belongs to all others.2  
 
We confess that we have become puffed up with our own ideas and so as a 
Body we lost connection with You the Head, and the Body has suffered and 
became disjointed and could not grow up to maturity.3 We kept on biting and 
devouring one another and some members were destroyed by our lack of love.4 
Please forgive us and restore our relationships. You had combined the members 
of the Body so that there should be no division, but that we should have equal 
concern for each other, and suffer together as well as rejoice when other 
members are honoured.5  
 
Let us be one as You and the Father are One. May Your prayer be answered 
that the Father will protect us by the Power of His Name, the Name given to You, 
so that our oneness will be manifested in the love that we have for one another6, 
since it is through this love that the world will know that we belong to You.7 

 
Lord Jesus Christ, help us to put off our old selves that are corrupted with 
deceitful desires, and transform the attitudes of our minds, so that we can put on 
the new self, created to be like God in true righteousness and holiness, and so 
live together as members of one Body.8 Let your peace rule in our hearts9, so 
that when we fast and pray, and humble ourselves to seek Your face, You will 
hear our prayers and answer us and come and heal our land.10 

 
The mystery that You have revealed to the Church is that through the Gospel we 
Gentiles have become heirs together with Israel, and we are members of one 
Body, sharing together in the promise in Christ Jesus.11 As we pray together as 
nations of the world, restore us, the Church to the purpose You had for us before 
You even created us.12 As we accept one another in unity, may Your Name be 
praised.13 
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How good and pleasant it is when brothers (and sisters) live together in unity! It is 
like precious oil on the Head, running down on the beard of our High Priest. For it 
is in unity where the Lord bestows His blessing – Life forevermore!14 May Your 
Church experience this life as it flows from the Head to the Body, all joined in 
unity. Amen. 
 

 
 
1Col 1:18-20.  2Rom 12:3-5.  3col 2:18-19.  4Gal 5:14-15.  51 Cor 12:24-27.   
6John 17:11.  7John 13:25.  8Eph 4:22-25.  9Col 3:15.  10Is 58:3-4; 2 Chron 7:14.  
11Eph 3:6.  12Eph 2:15; Eph 3:10,11.  13Rom 15:7.  14Ps 133:1-3 
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Day 5: God’s purpose for families and children  
 
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, we bow our knees before You, from whom every 
family on earth is named.1 We, as families of the peoples give to You the Glory 
due Your Name. We will say among the nations: “The Lord reigns! He shall judge 
the peoples righteously.”2 Your promise to Abraham was that in him, and through 
his Seed, all families of the earth shall be blessed.3 You have indeed blessed us 
by sending Your Son to die on the cross so that we may be reconciled with You.4 

 
Since all families have their origins in You, we ask You to bring healing and 
restoration to the families of the world. We acknowledge and confess that most of 
the pain that families experience is because of our own sinful ways. We confess 
that we have not lived according to Your standards in our marriages, in bringing 
up our children and in caring for those who are fatherless.5  
 
We have ignored Your command that husbands are to love and care for their 
wives as Jesus cares for the Church, and that wives are to submit to and respect 
their husbands as the Church is to submit to Jesus.6 Through Your Blood we can 
be reconciled with each other.7 Help us to honour our bodies and take 
responsibility for those You have entrusted to us.8 Let our marriages once again 
be a reflection of Your relationship with the Church9, so that You will receive 
glory. 
 
We also confess that as children we are disobedient to our parents and we do 
not honour them as You had commanded us to do.10 As fathers and mothers we 
have not set examples for our children as to godly lifestyles. We have caused 
them to stumble and provoked them to anger, and we have not given You glory 
by telling them about You, so they became rebellious and unfaithful to You.11  
 
We need Your cleansing and healing, please come and wash our families with 
Your Word.12 You are a Father of the fatherless and a Defender of widows; You 
see the trouble and grief that we have caused ourselves because of our wicked 
ways. Please bring justice to us, save our children and break in pieces the 
oppressor.13 Let our children once again be an inheritance from the Lord and 
bring joy to our hearts.14  
 
Lord Jesus, You invited the children to come to You, and promised that the 
Kingdom of God belong to such as these.15 Let this invitation reach the millions of 
children who are abandoned and lost without families. Let our generation turn 
back to You and bring glory to Your Name and be merciful to us until we have 
declared Your power to the next generation so that all the people who are still to 
be born will hear of You16, and grow up to praise your Name.17  
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So now we call upon You, Father, who have caused us to be born into Your 
family, let the Church once again be restored to the purpose You have created 
us for, to walk in love, and to be a fragrant offering and sacrifice to You.18 Thank 
You that through the Spirit of adoption we can all cry: “Abba, Father!”19  
 

 
 
1Eph 3:14,15.  2Ps 96:7-10.  3Gen 12:3.  4Col 1:20.  5Is 1:23.  6Eph 5:22-33;                     
1 Pet 3:7.  72 Cor 5:18; 1 Cor 7:11.  81 Cor 7:2-5.  9Eph 5:22.  102 Tim 3:2;                             
Ex 20:12.  11Eph 1:4-6; Ps 78:4-8.  12Eph 5:26.  13Ps 68:5; Ps 10:14.                                  
14Ps 127:3-5; Ps 72:4.  15Mark 10:14.  16Ps 71:18.  17Ps 102:18.  18Eph 5:1,2.  
19Rom 8:15.   
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Day 6: Hear the Voice of God  
 
Our Father in Heaven, we join with the heavenly hosts to give to You Glory and 
Strength. We give unto You the glory due Your Name. We worship You in the 
Beauty of Your Holiness. Your Voice is over the nations (waters); The God of 
Glory thunders; The Lord is over many nations (waters).  
 
Your Voice is powerful; Yes, the Voice of our Lord is full of majesty. Your Voice 
breaks the cedars, Yes, the Lord splinters the cedars of Lebanon. Your Voice 
divides flames of fire! Your Voice shakes the wilderness (darkness over the 
nations); Your Voice makes the deer give birth, and strips the forests bare; And 
in Your Temple (the hearts of the Church) everyone says: “GLORY!”1 

 
Father, You spoke: “Let there be light!” and Light was…there.2 Into the darkness 
of our world, You send Your Son; the Word made flesh!3 And there was light…! 
Thank You for sending Your Son, so that we may see the light, and have hope in 
our hearts.4  
 
Your voice from heaven commanded us to listen to Your Son.5 Jesus said that 
He is the Good Shepherd, and that all His sheep will know His Voice.6 Help us to 
discern the truth from the lie and to really know Your Voice,7 and when we hear 
Your Voice, help us to not harden our hearts and be rebellious against You. 
Purify and cleanse us so that our hearts will not be evil unbelieving hearts, but 
that we will have faith in You.8 

 
Open our ears to hear and obey, since You said: “…to obey is better than 
sacrifice…”9 Please forgive us for the times when we have heard Your Voice, but 
did not pay attention and were disobedient and did not do what You asked. Let 
us again hear Your Voice as You give us direction in following You.10 

 
We pray that the nations of the world will hear Your Voice, even though they rage 
and kingdoms are moved.11 Let those who do not know You nor care to obey 
You, see Your power and bow before You.12  
 
Give us Your words so that we will become Your Voice to speak to governments 
and leaders to help them to walk in Your Ways.13 Help us to draw near to You to 
receive the messages You want to give through Your Church.14 Give us also the 
ability to speak and translate the Gospel into the heart languages of the 
peoples.15 
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It is the time for the awakening of Your Bride. Let the Church hear the Voice of 
the Bridegroom and open her heart for You.16 Help us to draw so close that we 
will hear the Desires of Your heart and give ourselves in Your service.17  
 
And when the time comes for the dead to hear Your Voice, we will rise to the 
resurrection of life,18 and be with You forever. 
 

 
 
1Ps 29:1-9.  2Gen 1:3.  3John 1:1-14.  4Eph 1:18.  5Mark 9:7.  6John 10:3-5;                  
14-16.  7John 18:37.  8Heb 3:7-15.  9Ps 40:6; 1 Sam 15:22-24.  10Is 30:21.                        
11Ps 46:6.  12Ex 5:2.  13Mark 3:11.  14Deut 5:25-27.  15Acts 2:11.                                    
16Song of Songs 2:8; 5:2.  17Is 6:8.  18John 5:25-29.  
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Day 7: Suffering for Jesus’ Name  
 
Lord Jesus Christ, You have called us to follow in Your steps, even in suffering. 
You were reviled and suffered injustice, but You never retaliated, choosing 
instead to entrust Yourself to the One who will do justice.1 Your sufferings were 
necessary so that we could receive forgiveness of our sins2, and because of 
Your obedience and willingness to suffer, we are declared righteous.  
 
Thank You for carrying our sorrows, for being wounded and bruised so that we 
may have peace with God the Father, and may receive everlasting life.3 

 
You called those who are persecuted because of righteousness blessed, and 
promised us a great reward in heaven when we bless those who persecute and 
insult us, because of Your Name.4 Help us to be of the same mind as You, so 
that we will live for the Will of God5, and if that will includes suffering, that we can, 
like the early Church, rejoice because we are counted worthy to suffer for Your 
Name’s sake.6  
 
Help us to understand the purpose of suffering, since Paul declared that all who 
desire to live godly in Christ Jesus will suffer persecution.7 Help us to say like 
Paul: “All we want is to know You, the power of Your resurrection, and the 
fellowship of Your sufferings, to attain to the resurrection from the dead.”8 Make 
us willing to suffer for the sake of the Church, and so that Your Glory will be 
revealed in us9, and forgive us where we were ashamed to testify of You.10 

 
We pray for those who are suffering and are persecuted for Your Name’s sake, 
that You will perfect, establish and strengthen them.11 Help us all to say: “When 
we are cursed, we bless; when we are persecuted, we endure it; when we are 
slandered, we answer kindly.”12 Yes, we are hard pressed but not crushed; 
perplexed, but not in despair; persecuted, but not abandoned; struck down but 
not destroyed. Although we carry around in our bodies the death of Jesus Christ, 
the Life of Jesus will also be revealed in us.13  
 
We want to be counted among those in the galleries of faith, they who were 
mocked, flogged, chained and put in prison; those who were stoned, sawed in 
two, put to death by the sword, were destitute, persecuted and mistreated, yet 
You commended them for their steadfast faithfulness.14 Give us boldness to 
speak Your Word even when we are threatened and persecuted15 Help us to also 
learn obedience from the things that we suffer.16  
 
We pray for those who are persecuting Your Church that they will have an 
encounter with You, and like Paul, stop resisting You and begin to declare Your 
Name and Your Glory among their own people.17  
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We confess and declare that the suffering that we experience now cannot 
compare with the glory that will be revealed in us18. So we rejoice and gladly 
participate in Your sufferings, so that when Your glory is revealed, we will also be 
exceedingly glad.19 Lord Jesus, have Your way in our lives. 
 

 
 
11 Pet 2:21-24.  2Luke 24:46-47.  3Is 53:2-12.  4Matt 5:10-12.  51 Pet 4:1,19.  
6Acts 5:41; Phil 1:29; 2 Thess 1:5-6.  7Rom 8:17; 2 Tim 3:12.  8Phil 3:10-11.    
9Col 1:24; Rom 8:18.  102 Tim 1:8.  111 Pet 5:10.  121 Cor 4:12,13.  132 Cor 4:8-10.  
14Heb 11:36-40.  15Acts 4:29.  16Heb 5:8.  17Acts 22:4-16; Acts 5:39.  18Rom 8:18.  
191 Pet 14:13.
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Day 8: The healing of Christ  
 
Praise the Lord, O my soul, and remember all the Lord has done for you. It is He 
who forgave your sins and heals all your sicknesses!1 

 
Yahweh-Rapha, You are God, our HEALER.2 You have given us Your Son, 
Jesus Christ to bear our griefs and carry our sorrows. He was pierced for our 
transgressions, and He was bruised for our iniquities.  
 
The punishment for our peace was upon Him, and by His Wounds we are 
healed. You laid all of our sins on Him. It was Your Will for Him to suffer, and You 
made His soul an offering for sin. Because He bore the sin of the world, He can 
now intercede for sinners.3  
 
You have anointed Him with the Holy Spirit and with power, to preach the gospel 
of the kingdom, and to heal all kinds of sickness and disease among people, 
even to heal from demonic oppression.4 The Sun of Righteousness has truly 
risen with healing in His wings.5 

 
Lord Jesus Christ, we are in need of Your healing Touch. Come and heal our 
souls for we have sinned against You.6 Heal the broken-hearted, proclaim liberty 
to those who are enslaved by sin, and open the prisons for those who are bound 
by addiction, self-inflicted bondages, corrupt hearts and spiritual strongholds.7 

 
Lord Jesus, now see our hearts, and appoint us, Your servants, to have power to 
heal sicknesses and cast out demons, stretch out Your Hand through the Holy 
Spirit, so that signs and wonders may be done through Your Name. Fill us afresh 
with Your Spirit so that we will reach out with boldness to a world in need.8 

 
You have promised that if we who are called by Your Name will humble 
ourselves, and pray and seek Your Face, and turn from our wicked ways, then 
You will hear from heaven, and forgive our sin and heal our land.9  
 
Our nations are in need of healing. Fulfil Your promise to bring healing, as we 
humble ourselves before You, join in united prayer to seek Your Face, and turn 
from our wicked ways. Please give us a new heart and a new spirit. Take out the 
hearts of stone and give us hearts of flesh. Put Your Spirit in us and cause us to 
walk in Your ways.10 Wash away our filth and cleanse us with Your Spirit of 
Judgment and Burning.11 
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You who are the Giver of Life, You made Life available for us. At Your throne is 
the Tree of Life, with leaves that are for the healing of the nations.12 Allow us to 
enter into Your Presence to receive that life from You. We worship You. You are 
the Way, the Truth and the Life.13   
 

 
 
1Ps 103:2-3.  2Ex 15:26.  3Is 53:1-12.  4Matt 4:23-24; Acts 10:38.   5Mal 4:2.  6Ps 
41:4.  7Is 61:1.  8Acts 4:29-31.   92 Chron 7:14.  10Ezek 36:26-29.  11Is 4:4.  12Rev 
22:2.  13John 14:6.   
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Day 9: The blessing of Christ on our lives  
 
Lamb of God, Jesus the Christ, my Saviour, You are the only One worthy to take 
the scroll from the Father’s Hand, and open its seals, because You were slain 
and redeemed us to God by Your Blood out of every tribe, tongue, people and 
nation, and made us kings and priests to our God, and we shall reign upon the 
earth!1 Worthy are You, Lamb who was slain to receive power, riches and 
wisdom, strength, honour, glory and blessing!2  
 
Lord Jesus Christ, You, being in the form of God, did not regard equality with 
God a thing to hold onto, but You emptied Yourself, took the form of a servant, 
and came to be in the likeness of mankind. And having been found in the fashion 
as a man, You humbled Yourself and became obedient unto death, even death 
on a cross.  
 
God, therefore has highly exalted You and given You the Name which is above 
every name, that at Your Name every knee should bow: those in heaven, and 
those on earth, and those under the earth, and every tongue should confess that 
Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father. I bow my knee and confess 
that Jesus Christ is Lord over my life.3  
 
Lord Jesus Christ, You are the Likeness of the invisible God, the first-born of all 
creation. All that is in the heavens and on earth, visible and invisible, whether 
thrones or dominions or principalities or authorities – all have been created 
through You and for You.  
 
You are before all, and in You all hold together. You are the Head of the body, 
the Church; You are the beginning, the first-born from the dead, so that You 
might become the One who is first in all. In You all the fullness of God was 
pleased to dwell, and through You the Father completely reconciled and restored 
to favour ALL unto Himself, whether on earth or in the heavens, having peace 
through the Blood of Your Cross. Now I who once was alienated and an enemy 
in my mind by wicked works, He has completely restored to favour, through Your 
death, and I will be presented set-apart, and blameless, and unreprovable before 
the Father.4  
 
Thank You that I have been made complete in You. I died with You when You 
were crucified, was buried with You and was also raised with You through faith in 
the work of God, Who raised You from the dead. I who had been dead in my 
trespasses and the uncircumcision of my flesh, Father has made alive together 
with You. He forgave all my trespasses and blotted out the certificate of debt 
against me, which stood against me. He has taken it out of the way, having 
nailed it to Your Cross.5  
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Lord Jesus, thank You for the New Covenant written in Your blood;6 For the 
forgiveness of sins through Your blood and that sin no longer has dominion over 
me.7 Thank You that I am justified by Your Blood, just as if I have never sinned, 
and that all Satan’s accusations against me are nullified and his power over me 
is broken.8 Thank You that through Your Name and your blood, I can overcome 
satan and all his power.9 Thank You for the new and living way You opened 
behind the veil10, and that because of the New Covenant in Your Blood, I will 
have eternal joy in Your Presence.11  
 
Lord Jesus Christ, You are the One on the white horse, who come in 
righteousness to judge and make war. You are called the Word of God and You 
are the King of kings and the Lord of lords!12 You are the Bridegroom for Whom 
the Bride, Your Church is making herself ready.13 We long to be united with You 
forever and ever. 
 

 
 
1Rev 5:9.  2Rev 5:2.  3Phil 2:5-11.  4Col 1:15-23.  5Col 2:9-14.  6Matt 26:26-29;           
1 Cor 11:23-26.  7Rom 6:14.  8Rom 5:9; Col 1:13.  9Rev 12:11.  10Heb 10:20.  
11Rev 7:9-17.  12Rev 9:11-16.  13Rev 19:7.     
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Day 10: The Fulfilment of all God’s promises in His  Word  
 
In the beginning was the WORD and the WORD was with God and the WORD 
was God.1  By Your WORD the heavens were made2 and You uphold all things 
by the power of Your WORD.3 Forever, o LORD, Your WORD is settled in 
heaven4 and You have magnified Your WORD and Your Name.5  
 
Your WORD is alive and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword, 
piercing even to the division of soul and spirit, and of joints and marrow, and is a 
discerner of the thoughts and intentions of the heart.6 Your WORD is also like a 
fire, and a hammer that breaks a rock in pieces.7 Your WORD is the SWORD of 
the Spirit8  and every WORD that goes out of Your Mouth will not return to You 
void, but will accomplish what pleases You and prosper in the thing for which 
You send it.9 

 
You, who reveal Yourself through your WORD10, open also my mind to 
understand the Scriptures11 and give me a Spirit of wisdom and revelation to 
know You.12 Your WORD is a lamp to my feet and light for my path13 and the 
entrance of Your WORDS gives light; it gives understanding to the simple.14  

Direct my steps by Your WORD and let no iniquity have dominion over me.15  
 
You have the WORDS of eternal life16 and The WORDS You have given us is 
Spirit and is life17.Your WORD comforts me18 and I live from every WORD that 
comes from Your mouth.19 I have hidden Your WORD in my heart that I might not 
sin against You.20 Thank You that Your WORD cleanses me21, and that my way 
will stay cleansed if I take heed according to Your WORD.22 It is Your WORD that 
heals me and delivers me from destruction.23 So I hope and put my trust in Your 
WORD.24 

  
The entirety of Your WORD is truth and all Your judgments endure forever!  
Through Your Word I am sanctified.25 Your WORDS are pure, like silver tried in 
the furnace of the earth; purified seven times26; I can trust You because Your 
WORD is proven.27 Your WORDS are sweet to my taste; when I found Your 
WORDS I ate them and they brought joy to my heart.28  
 
Your Law is perfect, converting the soul; Your Testimony is sure, making wise 
the simple; Your Statutes are right, rejoicing the heart; Your Commandment is 
pure, enlightening the eyes; The fear of the LORD is clean, enduring forever; 
Your Judgments are true and righteous altogether. More to be desired are they 
than gold, yes, than much fine gold; Sweeter also than honey and the 
honeycomb. Moreover by them I am warned, and in keeping them there is great 
reward.29 
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Let Your WORD dwell richly in me so that I can teach and encourage others30 
and overcome the evil one.31 As a newborn baby I desire the pure milk of the 
WORD so that I can grow spiritually.32 Let the hearing of Your WORD bring faith 
to my heart33 so that I can please You.34  
 
Lord Jesus Christ, the Living WORD of God, You are the Way, the Truth and the 
Life.35 Let Your WORD abide in me, and I abide in You, and I will receive what I 
ask from You.36 

 
Establish Your Word in our cities and nations, let it grow mightily and prevail.37 
"All flesh is as grass, and all the glory of man as the flower of the grass. The 
grass withers, and its flower falls away, but the WORD of the LORD endures 
forever."38   
 

 
 
1John 1:1.  2Psalm 33:6.  3Heb 1:3.  4Psalm 119:89.  5Psalm 138:2.  6Heb 4:12.  
7Jeremiah 23:29.  8Eph 6:17. 9Is 55:11.  101 Sam 3:21.  11Luke 24:45.                         
12Eph 1:17.  13Psalm 119:105.  14Psalm 119:130.  15Psalm 119:133. 16John 6:68.  
17John 6:63.  18Psalm 119:15.  19Deut 8:3; Matt 4:4.  20Psalm 119:11.                          
21John 15:3; Eph 5:26. 22Psalm 119:9.  23Psalm 107:20.  24Psalm 119:81,144.  
25Psalm 119:160; John 17:17.  26Psalm 12:6.  27Psalm 119:103.                                          
282 Samuel 22:31.  29Ps 19:7-11.  30Col 3:16.  311 John 2:14.  321 Pet 2:2.                      
33Rom 10:17. 34Heb 11:6.  35John 14:6.  36John 15:7.  37Acts 19:20.  381 Pet 1:24. 
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SECTION 10: HOW TO READ THE BIBLE  
 
1. How to Receive the Revelation of God 
 
There is a hunger in the hearts of many believers of our generation to really know 
God. There are many books written about intimacy with God and how to go 
deeper with Him, but somehow the knowledge of God still eludes us. Yet, God 
has revealed Himself and this revelation is complete, nothing needs to be added 
to it. This revelation of God is in the Bible. Our problem is HOW TO RECEIVE 
this revelation of God. How do we get the Bible to open up to us so that we can 
have a spiritual encounter with Him when we read the Bible?  
 
In Luke 24 we find a description of the Risen Jesus’ conversation with some of 
His disciples. He had to explain to them how He is revealed in Moses and the 
Prophets (the Old Testament). They still did not understand everything, so He 
came and in verse 45 we read that He opened their minds to understand the 
Scriptures (to have a revelation of God through understanding the Bible). In Eph 
1:17,18 Paul prayed to God the Father, that He would give the Ephesians a 
SPIRIT OF WISDOM and REVELATION in the KNOWLEDGE OF GOD, and for 
the ENLIGHTENING (entrance of light) of the EYES OF THEIR 
UNDERSTANDING (or hearts). These Ephesians were already born again, filled 
with the Holy Spirit and they were faithful believers of Jesus Christ but they still 
needed to receive this opening of their spiritual eyes. I firmly believe that we 
need this spiritual opening of our minds in our generation.  
 
The Bible is not like other books, but it is a SPIRITUAL BOOK, not written by 
man but by God Himself through man. Although it is written in normal language 
and printed on paper, whenever we read it we must expect the words to become 
ALIVE in a spiritual sense. In this way God uses the Bible together with His Spirit 
to enable us to “MEET HIM” in the spiritual realm where He dwells. It is the 
reading of the Bible that will prepare our hearts or inner man to meet Him.  
 
How then do we read this SPIRITUAL BOOK called the BIBLE? (I am including 
here some advice from a contemplative worshipper, called Matthew the Poor, in 
the deserts of Egypt): 
 
There are basically two ways to read the Bible: The first is when a man reads 
and puts HIMSELF and HIS MIND in control of the text, trying to analyze 
(studying, investigating and researching) it’s meaning in his own understanding 
and then comparing his understanding of the text with the understanding of other 
people who have also read the Bible like this. In the process they have gained 
intellectual or conscious understanding. This is the way that we read all books, 
whether it be a work of science or philosophy or the newspaper. In reading with 
intellectual understanding, man and his intellect is in control of what he will 
believe and how he is going to implement what he reads. Man is MASTER over 
the BOOK in a soulish way.  
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If the Bible is read like this, as if it is just another book, then man’s impression of 
who God is, stays small and limited to the abilities of man’s intellect to 
understand, and God’s awesomeness fades.  
 
A second way to read the Bible is to read it and to put the text on a level above 
yourself, and not to submit the text to your mind, but to try and SUBMIT YOUR 
MIND TO THE TEXT, and to ALLOW GOD TO OPEN UP YOUR SPIRITUAL 
DISCERNMENT to gain SPIRITUAL REVELATION or WISDOM. In this way 
GOD, through the TEXT is in control and He is the MASTER OVER YOU. The 
text becomes a judge or a discerner of your mind and the intentions of your 
heart. Reading like this is indispensable to understanding the Bible with your 
spirit and to know God by spiritual experience. When you read like this, the 
revelation of God is unlimited and not bound by the limitations of your human 
understanding or intellect. 
 
In reading the Bible with the AIM to KNOW GOD or to have a REVELATION OF 
WHO HE IS, we HAVE to accept the Word as the TRUTH and so do not try to 
prove it right or wrong according to our human standards. SPIRITUAL 
UNDERSTANDING takes for granted the acceptance of the WORD AS THE 
TRUTH. To gain spiritual understanding we do not need to be intellectually 
developed. SPIRITUAL UNDERSTANDING OF GOD SURPASSES MERE 
HUMAN KNOWLEDGE OR INTELLECT (Eph 3:19). To know God and to 
experience His love, is far – immeasurably – above the human level of 
knowledge. Therefore it is futile and foolish for man to even try to “prove” or 
“investigate” the things of God with his/her mind and to make them yield to 
his/her intellectual powers. On the contrary, it is man that must yield to the love of 
God, so that his mind may be opened to receive DIVINE TRUTH. Then he will be 
prepared to receive REVELATION OF GOD. It is only when we have 
EXPERIENCED GOD on a spiritual level, HAVE BECOME ROOTED AND 
GROUN  DED (have received enough spiritual discernment and enlightenment to 
have laid the basic foundations) IN HIS LOVE, that we will have power to 
COMPREHEND (spiritually experience) what is the breadth and length and 
height and depth of Christ’s love (to experience intimacy with Him).  
 
If you are willing pray this prayer on a daily basis or whenever you are about to 
read the Bible: 
 
“God of our Lord Jesus Christ, Father of glory, please give me a spirit of wisdom 
and revelation to know You. Open the eyes of my heart and my understanding 
and give me spiritual light. Open my mind to understand the Bible. Amen.” 
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2. Spiritual understanding vs intellectual memoriza tion 
 
According to the wisdom of the desert fathers, when we read the Word of God 
we must aim at UNDERSTANDING, and not at research, investigation or study, 
for the Bible is to be UNDERSTOOD, not INVESTIGATED.  
 
This is what Jesus told the Pharisees when they wanted to kill him: “But you do 
not have His word abiding in you, because whom He sent, Him you do not 
believe. You search the Scriptures, for in them you think you have eternal life; 
and these are they which testify of Me. But you are not willing to come to Me that 
you may have life. I do not receive honor from men.” John 5:38-41.  
 
Jesus said that we will receive life from Him, not from the Bible itself. We must 
meet Jesus in the Bible, and it must become a LIVING BOOK to us. We must 
have His Word ABIDING in us. The Words from the Bible must be transferred 
from the written pages to become written on our hearts.  
 
Matthew the Poor from Egypt describes the difference between spiritual 
understanding and intellectual memorization as follows. SPIRITUAL 
UNDERSTANDING centres on the ACCEPTANCE of DIVINE TRUTH, which 
steadily GROWS, until it pervades all your being. If the MIND and its reactions 
are brought into WILLING OBEDIENCE to that truth, the DIVINE TRUTH 
continues to permeate the mind even more and the mind develops endlessly. 
This is to KNOW the love of Christ which surpasses KNOWLEDGE, that you may 
be FILLED with all the fullness of God. (Eph 3:19). 
 
It is clear from this verse that the KNOWLEDGE and LOVE of God, and of divine 
things in general, are IMMEASURABLY ABOVE the level of mere human 
knowledge. It is futile and foolish for man to try and INVESTIGATE the things of 
God in an attempt to grasp them and make them yield to his intellectual powers. 
On the contrary, it is man who must YIELD to the love of God SO THAT his mind 
may be OPENED to the divine truth. It is then that he will be PREPARED to 
receive SURPASSING KNOWLEDGE. “THAT being rooted and grounded in 
LOVE, you may have POWER to COMPREHEND with all the saints what is the 
breadth and length and height and depth”. (Eph 3:17-18).  
 
INTELLECTUAL MEMORIZATION demands that a man pass from a state of 
SUBMISSION to the truth (understanding on a human level), to a state of 
MASTERY over it and POSSESSION of it. This requires a step-by-step 
progression through investigation until your mind can rise over the truth to control 
it, recall it and repeat it at will as if the truth were a possession and the mind its 
owner. So the mind tries to absorb the truth by human knowledge and store it 
away.  
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We try to possess the truth, instead of allowing the truth to possess us! This type 
of intellectual memorization WEAKENS divine truth, strips it of its power and 
depth, and brings minimal results. 
 
SPIRITUAL MEMORIZATION however is another way in which a man may recall 
and review the text of the Bible, though not whenever and however he wishes, 
but whenever and however God wishes. God grants this to those who 
UNDERSTAND His Words. “The Comforter, the Holy Spirit, whom the Father will 
send in my Name, will TEACH you all things and REMIND you of all that I have 
told you.” (John 14:26). Spiritual memorization is a work of the Holy Spirit inside 
of your spirit, and granted to those who are to be witnesses of Jesus. When the 
Holy Spirit recalls certain words to us, He does so in such a depth and breadth, 
that it is not simply reminding us of the text of a verse, but giving with it 
IRRESISTABLE WISDOM and SPIRITUAL POWER to bring out the GLORY of 
the verse and the POWER of God in it. Together with this comes the SWORD 
which then PIERCES the HEARTS of the hearers, truth and LIGHT enters into 
the DARKNESS in our souls and exposes the evil STRONGHOLDS in our minds.  
 
How do we go about to memorize the Word spiritually? We must be prepared by 
keeping our hearts conscious of the Word of God through pondering upon it 
frequently and storing it up in our hearts (not our minds). “I found Your Words 
and I ate them”, (Jer 15:16), and they were “sweeter than honey to my mouth”. 
(Ps 119:103). “On His law he meditates day and night,” (Ps 1:2). Every time you 
read the Word of God and it cuts to your heart, make a point of it to impress it on 
your heart – take it seriously and to obey it EVERY TIME.  
 
There is a great difference between someone who recites and meditates on the 
Word of God because it is beneficial to his soul, rejoices his heart and comforts 
his spirit, and one who meditates on it to use it to impress others with his 
knowledge. The Word of God is given first and foremost for us to DEVELOP a 
LOVE-RELATIONSHIP with God Himself. Not just to gain knowledge and use it 
to proof our point. No, the one who reads the Word of God must FIRST SUBMIT 
HIMSELF to the divine truth, allow it to cut through his soul and spirit, then ACT 
according to it, and OPEN his mind to receive spiritual understanding and 
instruction. This way a person enters into the MYSTERY OF THE KINGDOM. “It 
was given to you that you might KNOW the mysteries of the KINGDOM of God.” 
(Luke 8:10).  
 
Some of the signs of spiritual understanding is the sense that there is an 
inexhaustible spring of spiritual insight into the Word of God and its truths, and 
the ability to relate every verse to the rest of the Word, broadening the insight so 
that the Word of God becomes a unified whole. Such a person speak so 
zealously of God with a sincerity and power that attract the hearts of listeners to 
God Himself. To such a person it is enough to read a verse once to have it 
indelibly printed on his heart forever, which cause full surrender and total 
obedience in his life. “The words I speak to you are spirit and life!” (John 6:63). 
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3. Obedience – the Key to unlock understanding of t he Word. 
 
Jesus said: “If anyone loves Me, he will keep (obey, continue in, abide in) My 
word; and MY FATHER will LOVE him, and WE will come to him and MAKE 
OUR HOME WITH HIM.” (John 14:23).  
 
Our obedience to the Word of God determines our level of intimacy with Him, and 
our effectiveness. Becoming a DWELLING PLACE for God, is also dependent 
upon how we keep the Word. Here is how the Church Fathers of old experienced 
the keeping of the Word: 
 
There is no intellectual (soulish) means of entering into the Word, for the Word of 
God is spiritual. It must be OBEYED and LIVED through the spirit (man’s spirit) 
before it can be UNDERSTOOD. When one has true zeal, a burning love for God 
and TOTAL OBEDIENCE to God through carrying out the WORD, he will enter 
into the mystery of the Word without being aware of it.  
 
The first thing such a person will discover is God’s faithfulness in fulfilling His 
Word and promises in the person’s own soul. This makes one’s mind eager to 
receive a spark of LIVING FAITH that settles in one’s inner being (heart or spirit), 
and kindles there a great fire of LOVE and FEAR of God. The increase of a 
person’s spiritual experience of God and the depth of his level of understanding 
of the Word, are directly related to the degree to which a person obeys and do 
what is in the Word. 
 
The beginning of the true way to the knowledge of God is a sincere and humble 
acceptance of obedience to God, and a heart that is undefiled by falsehood, love 
of display and focus on results only. God will always test the heart that desires to 
know Him, and man’s intention to seek knowledge of God is tested by 
temptations. A person’s trust will increase and his knowledge of God and His 
ways grow according to the degree of that person’s faith and perseverance in the 
Word. 
 
Obedience to the Word leads to a growing trust in God’s faithfulness as He 
reveals more of Himself. This again leads to a deepening desire to please God 
and a stronger impulse to abide in and obey the Word of God. The result of this 
whole process is a deep spiritual understanding of the Word and a knowledge of 
Author of the Word. Such a person does not simply understand texts and verses, 
but he has an UNDERSTANDING of the POWER of the Word and 
KNOWLEDGE of the LIFE that springs from the verses, all based on personal 
experience, trust, evidence and an unshakable faith in God that had developed 
over time.  
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The standard of God’s Word is overpowering to a person just born-again and 
transferred from the kingdom of darkness to the Kingdom of God’s Son. Many 
times we settle for a life compromise because there is no way that we can cope 
with the demands of a holy life. How wonderful it would be if there is someone 
who can guide us slowly, over a period of time, encouraging us to take one step 
at a time, and obey one command of God until this obedience is so deeply rooted 
that nothing can shake it. Then to take another step until a person lives by every 
Word that comes from the mouth of God and had tasted for himself the spiritual 
power and life that flows from the Word. This is precisely the task of the Holy 
Spirit, if we let Him guide us, and if we daily store up the Word in our hearts.  
 
If you are convicted by your lack of perseverance in the Word, simply pray a 
prayer of confession, ask the Holy Spirit to strengthen your inner man, and to 
increase your hunger for God’s Word. Then begin to read and obey when the 
Word speaks in your heart. 
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4. Meditation on the Word  
 
ACADEMIC MEDITATION vs PRACTICAL MEDITATION 
 
There are different ways to meditate on the Word of God, to digest it and to grow 
through it. Meditation should not be to just get a better understanding of God’s 
Word, but to grow in a deep personal relationship with the One who is the Word. 
Every interaction with the Word of God should allow a person to be spiritually 
nourished and fed, and should lead to an encounter with God Himself, the Word 
being the Way to that encounter and deep fellowship. What is the difference 
between mere academic meditation and a meditation that gives fruit on a deep 
practical level? 
 
Academic meditation is the product of IDEAS that result from study, research and 
pondering the meanings of verses and their relationship to each other and then 
arriving at the facts by a process of logical deduction. Practical meditation on the 
other hand comes through INSPIRATION that the soul (mind and emotions) 
PERCEIVE as a RESULT of its (the soul’s) EXPERIENCE and its TRIALS and 
STRUGGLES WITH the TRUTH of the Word in the COURSE of obeying the 
Word of God. It is then that the Holy Spirit applies the TRUTH on your soul 
through ILLUMINATION OF THE DARKNESS IN YOUR SOUL. This happens 
without having a previously acquired knowledge of the things that are revealed to 
you at that moment. 
 
Academic meditation on the Bible STIMULATES THE MIND while leaving the 
SPIRIT UNMOVED and the SOUL UNCHANGED. It makes the listener DESIRE 
THE TRUTH without showing him HOW TO ENTER INTO THE TRUTH. It 
provides us with an IMAGE OF GOD but can never bring us FACE TO FACE 
with Him. It then leads to a WORSHIP that is merely FORMAL and a false 
INTELLECTUAL and EMOTIONAL devotion the Word (“people who honour Me 
with their lips, but their HEARTS are far from me.”) 
 
Because of this soulish approach to the Word, the Word of God has been 
reduced to a source from which one may quote verses or prove principles, or to 
support sermons and studies. It has become a reliable way of gaining fame and 
academic degrees and the admiration of the world. 
 
Practical meditation is obtained by RECEIVING the DIVINE TRUTH through 
PERSONAL OBEDIENCE to the Word of God, and is a result of FAITHFUL 
CLINGING to the HEART OF GOD with fear and true HUMILITY. This is a sure 
way to build a practical relationship with God. It builds an INNER LIFE with God, 
and it IMPREGNATES the person’s words, thoughts and teachings with divine 
power. Such a person can then with a single word CONVEY TRUTH to a listener 
and conversion follows. Should the Church pursue this way of meditating on the 
Word of God, we will be able to convey the mystery of the Gospel of God to the 
whole world. 
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5. Is your heart prepared to receive the Word? 
 
Before you read the Bible or hear the Word of God, look within yourself to see 
WHERE the Word of God will come to rest. Jesus told this parable of the sower 
(Luke 8:12-15) – see the preparation of the different hearts: 
 
HARD HEARTS: “And the ones along the PATH are those who have HEARD; 
then the devil comes and TAKES AWAY THE WORD from their hearts, that they 
may not believe and be saved.” 
SHALLOW HEARTS: “And the ones on the ROCK are those who, when they 
HEAR the Word, RECEIVE it with joy; but these have NO ROOT, they believe for 
a while and in time of TESTING fall away.” 
BUSY HEARTS: “And as for what fell among the THORNS, they are those who 
HEAR, but as they go on their way they are CHOKED by the CARES and 
RICHES and PLEASURES OF LIFE, and their fruit does not mature.” 
PREPARED HEARTS: “And as for that in the good soil, they are those who, 
HEARING the Word, HOLD IT FAST in and HONEST and GOOD heart, and 
bring forth fruit with PATIENCE.” 
 
Then Jesus said: “Take heed then HOW YOU HEAR.” (Luk 8:18). 
 
There are then these four kinds of hearts. Some spend all day along the roads, 
uncaring about the Word of God. Then there are hearts that are shallow, with no 
depth because they are afraid to take time to sit with the Lord and allow Him to 
examine their hearts and take out the stones. Or there are hearts that are so 
inclined to live THIS LIFE, that they take no thought of the INNER LIFE WITH 
GOD; they are always focused on money, insurance for the future, or loaded with 
cares and seeking only soulish pleasure to stimulate them. They have no time for 
the Word of God to grow in secret.  
 
When Jesus said that we must take care how we hear, it seems that He said that 
we listen with our hearts rather than with our ears and this type of hearing affects 
the Word of God we had received. Our inner life can either kill the Word or make 
it thrive and grow. A person who wants to grow spiritually must PREPARE his 
heart inwardly so that the Word may SAFELY take root there. In this type of heart 
must be faithfulness to God and truthfulness to obey the Word and promises. If a 
person is not COMPLETELY HONEST before the Lord when hearing the Word, 
he CANNOT understand what he hears. A prepared heart is also DETERMINED 
to SURRENDER his life, his responsibilities, his interests, his money, his future 
and his own honour and lay them at God’s feet. If a person is afraid of his future 
he cannot trust God who says: “Take no thought for tomorrow or for your life”. 
How can a person who is concerned for his own honour understand the way of 
the Cross? How can one who is afraid of sickness and death understand the 
Resurrection and look forward to it?  
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Those who ask for a deeper spiritual walk with God is asking for eternal life, and 
is seeking to participate in the Divine Nature of God. How can these things 
happen if one is only focussed on this present life and on soulish and fleshly 
desires? 
 
Let us ask the Holy Spirit to help us to prepare our hearts so that His Word will 
fall into fertile soil and grow and bear much fruit. Pray for patience as the seed 
grow and sprout in your own life. 
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6. The Uncircumcised Ear 
 
Stephen was being judged for his faith by the Jewish council of elders. He 
testified with a powerful testimony and then rebuked the council with these 
words: “You stiff-necked people, UNCIRCUMCISED IN HEART AND EARS, you 
always resist the Holy Spirit.” (Acts 7:51). 
 
It sometimes happen that the Word of God is used to satisfy our own purposes 
while all the time we resist the Holy Spirit who speaks through the Word, wanting 
to cut through our hearts. Only those who have SUBMITTED THEIR EARS to 
Him will experience the power of the Sword of the Spirit, the Word of God. 
Uncircumcised ears mean LACK OF SUBMISSION TO THE HOLY SPIRIT. 
Those who are like this do not understand God’s commandments and do not 
respond to them, because they have made no COMMITMENT to obey them. An 
uncircumcised ear neither hears the Spirit, nor is influenced by Him, nor 
responds to Him, because by his own will this person has REFUSED to put 
himself under submission to the Holy Spirit and the work of the Word in his life. 
He fears that the Spirit may ask him to give up things or positions or principles or 
relationships, which he finds too pleasurable or important to him personally. To 
give them up would be a loss he does not want to accept, so he is afraid to listen 
to the Holy Spirit. His own self is too dear to him and he gets too much delight 
out of the world.  
 
To circumcise your ear and your heart is to cut of the foreskin of self and the 
world. To be prepared to sacrifice anything for God. An uncircumcised ear might 
hear the Spirit of God speaking, but pays Him no heed, trying every time to stifle 
the voice of his conscience. Such a person excuses himself from the 
responsibility of listening to the voice of God. His heart then grows dull, and his 
ears become heavy of hearing; his eyes are blinded and they no longer are able 
to perceive, to understand and to turn to God for healing (Matt 13:13-15).  
 
God knows the intentions of our hearts and He wants to expose it. Some might 
give the appearance of reading and listening to the commandments of God, but 
in fact they are determined to go their own way, refusing to give up the plans they 
have made for their own future, or the sinful relationships for which they had sold 
their souls. When they read certain passages of the Word, they become 
confused and pass over them quickly, and close their eyes to escape from the 
voice of the Holy Spirit. In fact, they are disturbed by the voice of God and 
eventually avoid Him altogether.  
 
You who read here, stop a while and return to those passages or verse in the 
Bible that you deliberately avoid. If your read them again, and your heart protest, 
tremble and beat fast and painfully, beware lest you resist the Holy Spirit 
because you might put yourself in danger of spiritual death and estrangement 
from God by this coward-ness of yours.  
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Correct your attitude to the voice of God, break your obstinacy, cut off your 
pleasures and sins and turn to follow the voice of God. It might be that you are 
afraid to face your desire for greatness and leadership, or your impurity or 
enmity, malice and hatred towards others who threaten your own interests, or 
your cruelty, injustice or crooked judgments, or your dishonesty, stealing, 
cheating, wrongful acquisition of goods, your love of undeserved gain, or your 
lying, or lack of trust in God and reliance on money and insurance for the future, 
or maybe you are running away with all your being from the face of God because 
of your sin. In this situation reading the Word will only bring judgment.  
 
Now is the time to humble yourself before the Lord, to open your heart for Him 
and to cry to Him for mercy and for strength and courage to let go of yourself and 
to seek Him only. Then your ears will be opened and your heart will submit to 
Him again with joy, ready to respond no matter what may be demanded of you. 
The person whose ears are circumcised is very courageous and able to take 
action AGAINST HIMSELF in obedience to the voice of the Almighty. Such a 
heart is ready to accept the great demands of a holy God and is able to hear 
every inflexion in the voice of God and does not miss a single word. 
 
If you ask: How to I get a circumcised heart and ear? Prepare yourself to receive 
His Word, His demands, requests, corrections and directions, and be ready in 
your heart to carry them out, no matter what the cost. Immediately you WILL 
have an ear that hears the voice of Almighty God! “Morning by morning He 
awakens my ear to hear as those who are being taught. The Lord God has 
OPENED MY EAR, and I WAS NOT REBELLIOUS!” (Is 50:4-5) 
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7. Remember the implanted Word. 
 
The Apostle James wrote: “But be doers of the word, and not hearers only, 
deceiving yourselves. For if anyone is a hearer of the word and not a doer, he is 
like a man observing his natural face in a mirror; for he observes himself, goes 
away, and immediately forgets what kind of man he was. But he who looks into 
the perfect law of liberty and continues in it, and is not a forgetful hearer but a 
doer of the work, this one will be blessed in what he does. (James 1:22-25). 
 
The most dangerous thing that can happen to your spiritual life, is that you forget 
the Word of God that He spoke to you. Here the Apostle James illustrates it with 
a man who looks into a mirror, goes away and immediately forgets what he looks 
like and looses his self-perception. It happens to all of us every day. But 
spiritually this means that a person had looked into the mirror of the Word, gazing 
at the face of God, seeing his own reflection as God illuminates our hearts, but 
he then turns away and disregard what he had seen. Such a man looses his 
perception of God. Not a single word of what he heard stays in his heart, 
because he is irresponsible and oblivious to the effect the Word has on him. He 
is more concerned with other matters, his work, his troubles, his pleasures, his 
concerns even in God’s service, than with the Word itself. A person might even 
be moved to tears while reading the Word, but afterwards become so pre-
occupied and involved in his own affairs that h  e forgets his tears. The truth is 
that the flesh wants to forget the Word because it does not like it. This way of 
reading the Word is SELF-DECEPTION. 
 
The Apostle James also said: “Therefore lay aside all filthiness and overflow of 
wickedness, and RECEIVE WITH MEEKNESS THE IMPLANTED WORD, which 
is able to save your souls.” (James 1:21) We must listen to the Word, receive it, 
STORE IT UP IN OUR HEARTS and regularly take it out to meditate on it, to 
chew it and make sure that it enters deep into our hearts and souls. Such a 
person is constantly aware of the instructions of the Word, and sets it before him 
as a mirror, using it to correct his speech and thoughts and actions.  
 
The Voice of God through His Word is a voice that speaks not to our physical 
ears but speaks deep into our hearts. It brings a deep incomprehensible peace, 
rest and comfort. It is LIFE in its limitless breadth and height. As your heart 
becomes trained to discern the Voice of God and to understand the symbols of 
the divine message, your inner man is raised in spirit to the level of the Kingdom 
of God and you begin life with God. His words and tones become words of love, 
tenderness, peace, kindness and constant fatherly care, no matter how cruel life 
and its circumstances may appear to be. He invites you constantly to receive 
from Him the mystery of His wedding feast, and invites you to share with Him 
your bread of tears. Yes, the experience of God through His Word is deep, 
deeper than eternity itself.  
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Do not allow any Word from God to slip away from you or be forgotten. Train 
your heart to CONTINUOUS REMEMBRANCE of the Word that is hidden depths 
of your being. Soon you will see the fruit that is produced from a heart that had 
received with MEEKNESS, THE IMPLANTED WORD.  
 
I hope that you were blessed by these little snatches of wisdom that comes from 
the deserts of Egypt. Please re-read these extracts, and ask the Lord to teach 
you to read His Word like this, so that you can be transformed into the image of 
His Son. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(Part C was compiled by Elizabeth Jordaan who is part of Jericho Walls International Prayer 
Network – South Africa.  E-mail: ejord@mweb.co.za) 
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PART D: THE BLOOD OF JESUS 
 

I. STATEMENTS ABOUT THE BLOOD OF JESUS:  
 
1. The Blood of Jesus has redeemed me from the hand of Satan. 1(R)*  
2. The Blood of Jesus has redeemed me from all curse.2 

3. The Blood of Jesus has stamped an eternal covenant for me? 3 
 
{Because of this covenant and if I fully obey the Lord my God and carefully follow 
all His commands and walk in His ways, the Lord my God will set me high above 
all the nations on earth and all the blessings of the covenant will come upon me 
and accompany me. I will be blessed in the city and blessed in the country; I will 
be blessed at my work and the fruits of my labour will be blessed. I will be 
blessed when I come in and blessed when I go out.  
 
The Lord will grant that the enemies who rise up against me to be defeated 
before me; they will come at me from one direction but flee from me in seven. 
The Lord will send a blessing on my barns and on everything I put my hand to 
and the Lord my God will bless me in the land He is giving me. The Lord will 
establish me as His holy people, then all the peoples on earth will see that I am 
called by the Name of the Lord and they will fear me and the Lord will grant me 
abundant prosperity.  
 
The Lord will open for me the heavens, the storehouse of His bounty, to send 
rain on my land in season and to bless all the work of my hands so that I will lend 
to many nations but will borrow from none. The Lord will make me the head, not 
the tail and I will always be at the top, never at the bottom.4} 
 
4. The Blood of Jesus has granted me peace and reconciliation with all creation; 

with all my brethren, (The members of the Body of Christ), with ministers and 
pastors of the church and with all people.5 

 
5. The Blood of Jesus has granted me the forgiveness of all my sins.6  
 
6. The Blood of Jesus, the Son of God, purifies me from all sin.7 

 
7. The Blood of Jesus justifies me from all blame, so all the devil's charges 

against me are nullified and He makes me righteous as if I have never 
sinned.8 

 
8. The Blood of Jesus sanctifies me and consecrates me so I become belonging 

to my Lord, dedicated to Him and set apart for His ministry.9 

 
9. The Blood of Jesus cleanses my conscience from acts that lead to death so 

that I may serve the Living God.10 
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10.The Blood of Jesus makes me enter the Most Holy Place to serve God the 
Holy.11 

 
11. The Blood of Jesus makes me overcome Satan and all his power.12  
 
12. The Blood of Jesus is the cause of my eternal joy.13 
 
II. THE COVERING OF THE BLOOD AND  PROPHESYING OVER 
THE DIFFERENT MEMBERS OF MY BODY  
 
1. MY HEART 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my heart: (R)  
It will not be a corrupt14 heart or a hard heart of stone15, but a compassionate 
new heart of flesh. 16 
It will not be a hardened uncircumcised heart17, but a tender circumcised heart18 
(a heart that strikes me whenever I sin).19 
It will not be a rebellious stubborn20 heart or a dead heart21, but a submissive 
willing22 heart (an eagerly obedient heart). 
It will not be a heart bound up with folly23 or misleadings24, but a heart of 
wisdom.25 

 

� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my heart: (R)  
It will not be a faint heart that disheartens other hearts26, but a steadfast and 
secure heart.27  It will not be a sinful unbelieving heart28, but a sincere heart in full 
assurance of faith.29 

It will not be an unclean heart with a guilty conscience30 or anxious thoughts, but 
a purified clean heart.31 
It will not be a divided heart32, but a fully committed whole heart.33 

 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my heart: (R)   
It will not be a proud heart34, but a humble and meek heart.35 
It will not be a puffed up heart36, but a broken and contrite heart. 37 
It will not be a shaken heart as trees are shaken by the wind38, but a quietened 
peaceful heart.39 It will not be a perverse heart40, but an integral heart. 41 
 
Conclusion: 
The Lord will give me a new heart and will put a new spirit in me. 42 (R) 
The Lord will put His laws in my mind and write them on the tablets of my heart.43 

(R) 
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2. BONES AND JOINTS 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my bones and joi nts :(R)  
My bones shall receive the power of resurrection44 and my joints shall receive the 
anointing of love.45 
So my bones shall live46; my bones shall be healed and nourished 47; my bones 
shall be strengthened48; my bones shall rejoice49 and my bones shall be 
healthy.50 

My bones shall be joined and held together by joints and ligaments51; tendons 
and flesh shall be put on them and skin shall cover them52; breath shall enter 
them53 and the city of my self54 (E.F.) shall be built up. 
 
3. MYSELF 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on the city of my s elf: (R)  
Its walls shall fall, its bars of iron shall be cut and its gates shall be broken to 
pieces.55 
Its altars shall be destroyed, the carved images of its gods shall be cut down, its 
sacred pillars and wooden images shall be broken. 56 
The name of the enemy shall be destroyed from every place in it57 and his high 
places shall be removed. 58 

 
Every valley shall be exalted and every mountain and hill brought low; the 
crooked places shall be made straight and the rough places smooth.59 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on the city of my s elf: (R)  
The altar of God shall be built, the walls shall be built and the doors hung. 60 
The ruined and desolate places shall be built and the desert shall blossom. 61 
And Christ shall be formed in me. 62 (R) 
And the city of my self, Jerusalem, shall be the city of the great King.63 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my inner Jerusal em: (R)  
It shall put on her strength, her beautiful garments; a holy city, the uncircumcised 
and the unclean shall no longer come to it.64 
But it shall be a dwelling place of God in the spirit65, a home for the Trinity66, a 
place for the Holy one and my heart a throne for the high. 67 
 

4. MY HEAD 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my head: (R)  
All the devil's plans on my life shall be as nothing and shall perish. 68  
There is no sorcery or divination against me. 69 
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� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my head: (R)  
The hair of dedication and the locks of the Nazarites shall start to grow for me; 
the locks of 
love and power. 70 
So my head becomes like Mount Carmel and the hair of my head like royal 
tapestry 71; a crown flourishes on my head72 and everlasting joy shall crown my 
head. 73 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my head: (R)  
I shall be given the covers for the head: the turban and the helmet. 74 
Then my head shall be exalted above the enemies who surround me75 and my 
horn shall be exalted with glory76 

 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my face: (R)  
Every downcast expression in my face77, every darkness in my face78, and every 
feature of the evil one in it79, shall disappear. 80 
I shall be given a face like the face of my early fathers81; lifted up with honour, 
shining with grace, decent with gentleness and a living stone of witness.82 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my face: (R)  
I offered my back to those who beat me, my cheeks to those who pulled out my 
beard; I did not hide my face from mocking and spitting. 83 
Therefore have I set my face like flint and I know I will not be put to shame. 84 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my face: (R)  
My forehead is like adamant stone before my enemies85 and the seal of the 
redeemed protects me.86 
My temples behind my veil are like the halves of a pomegranate.87 
 
6. MY MIND 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mind and on m y conscious and 

unconscious thoughts: (R)  
All arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge of 
God shall be demolished: and every thought shall be brought into captivity to the 
obedience of Christ.88 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mind and on m y conscious and  

unconscious thoughts: (R)  
All thoughts of doubt and lack of love89, lack of humility and peace90; all thoughts 
of timidity and frustration91, all thoughts of hatred and malice92, arrogance and 
pride93, cowardly and fearful thoughts94, all shall be exposed and abolished. 
And I shall be given thoughts of faith and love, the thoughts of humility and 
peace.95  
And the peace of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard my heart 
and my mind in Christ Jesus. 96 
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� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mind and on m y conscious and  

unconscious thoughts: (R)  
All deceitful thoughts97 , all dark and negative thoughts, all unruly thoughts98, all 
shall be exposed and abolished. 
Whatever is true, whatever is noble, whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever 
is lovely, and whatever is admirable – if anything is excellent or praiseworthy - I 
think about such things.99 
 

� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mind and on m y conscious and  
unconscious thoughts: (R)  

All earthly and human wisdom100 shall be exposed and abolished; its economy 
shall be abolished, its power shall be dispersed and its darkness shall be cast 
away. 
 

And the Lord my God shall light my darkness101 so that I receive the wisdom that 
comes from heaven.102  
But the wisdom that comes from heaven is first of all pure; then peace-loving, 
considerate, submissive, full of mercy and good fruit, impartial and sincere.103 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mind and on m y conscious and  

unconscious thoughts: (R)  
All visualizations and imaginations shall be abolished and all memories shall be 
healed. 104 
My mind shall be renewed105 and its eyes shall be enlightened.106  So it is opened 
to understand the Scriptures107 and I shall have the Mind of Christ and the Light 
of the Spirit.108 
 
7. MY EYES 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my eyes: (R)  
Every bad eye shall be taken away and I shall be given good eyes109, non 
haughty eyes,110 straight eyes that look straight ahead111, eyes that see many 
things but does not pay attention,112 eyes that cover others and does not judge 
anyone,113 self controlled eyes that does not desire anything.114  My eyes will then 
be like doves behind a veil.115  My eyes will be opened to the needy. I will not 
keep to myself, but give generously. 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my eves: (R)   
The scales and all that blurs the eyes shall fall116 and every plank shall be 
uncovered and shall be burnt.117 
So my eyes shall be opened118 and enlightened119 and your commandments shall 
be as frontlets between my eyes. 120 
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� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my eyes: (R)  
I shall be given the manifold lamps of the Spirit121 and my eyes shall be like 
blazing fire.121 I shall be given fountains of tears123 and my eyes shall be like the 
pools of Heshbon.124 
 
And I shall wet the feet that have freed me from the path of going astray125; I 
shall weep for the slain of the daughter of my people.126 
And I shall overflow with tears because the Lord's flock has been taken 
captive.127  
So my eyes will find favour; my eyes have captured the Lord’s attention. 128 
 
8. MY EARS 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my ears: (R)  
All deceitful voices129, every deafness that hinders the hearing of God's voice130, 
and all then other plans of the evil one, all shall be exposed and abolished. 
My ears shall be circumcised and opened131 to hear morning by morning, to hear 
like one being taught.132 
 
So I shall discern the voice of the Shepherd from the voice of the stranger133 and 
I shall receive teachings from the Lord.134 
And I shall have fellowship with angels and saints.135 
So I shall hear a word behind me saying: ‘This is the way, walk in it', whenever I 
turn to the right hand or whenever I turn to the left. 136 
The earrings of the Spirit shall protect my ears.137 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my ears: (R)  
My ears, you have opened: I give attention to your words; I incline my ear to your 
sayings. I delight to do Your will, O my God.139 
My ears, you have opened; I obey the voice of my teachers, I incline my ear to 
my instructors.140  I delight to do your will, O my God. 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my ears: (R)  
The sovereign Lord has opened my ears, and I have not been rebellious; I have 
not drawn back. 141 
Pierce my ear with an awl so I become a servant for life and serve you forever. 
142 
 
9. MY NOSE 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my nose: (R)  
Every pride, every compelling and forcing and every plan of the evil one bearing 
in it the odour of corruption, shall be exposed and abolished. 143 
My nose shall be like the tower of Lebanon looking towards Damascus. 144 No 
enemy will subject me to tribute; no wicked man will oppress me. 145 
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The fragrance of my breath like apples146, the fragrance of my beloved that casts 
away the odour of corruption and I shall discern the order of corruption and I shall 
run away from it and I shall get drawn and attracted to the aroma of holiness and 
long for its source. Pleasing is the fragrance of Your perfumes; no wonder the 
maidens love You! 147 
The ring of the Spirit148 complete my submission to the Lord and His will and to 
those in higher authority than me in Christ.149 
 
10. MY TONGUE, TEETH AND THROAT 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mouth, tongue , teeth and throat: 

(R) 
Every bitterness and poison, every anger and wrath, every cheating and deceit, 
every coarse jesting and all which is not fitting150, every idle word151, shall be 
taken away from my mouth and my mouth shall be purified from all that is bitter. 
152 I shall be given a muzzle for my mouth and the bridle of the Spirit for my 
tongue153 so that no corrupt word shall proceed out of my mouth but what is good 
for necessary edification that it may impart grace to the hearers.154 My speech 
shall always be with grace, seasoned with salt, that I may know how I ought to 
answer each one.145 And I shall always be ready to give a defense to everyone 
who asks me a reason for the hope that is in me with meekness and fear. 146 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mouth, tongue , teeth and throat: 

(R) 
My lips are like a strand of scarlet. 157 My tongue is the pen of a ready writer158 

that proclaims the glory of God, praises His name and talks of His righteousness 
all day long. 159 
My tongue is like the tongue of the instructed who sustains the weary with a 
word.160 My tongue is a polished arrow inside a quiver.161 
My teeth are like a flock of sheep which have come up from the washing, 
everyone bears twins and none is barren among them.162 

My voice shall be powerful and full of majesty.163 
My mouth shall be a new threshing sledge with sharp teeth that threshes the 
mountains and crushes them and reduces the hills like chaff.164 
 
11. MY MOUTH 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my mouth and wor ds: (R)  
I shall be given words like a hammer that breaks a rock in pieces and like life 
coal and arrows of fire165 for awakening and releasing. 
I shall be given enlightening revelatory words166 that cast away darkness. 
I shall be given fervent167 reviving words that cast away coldness and death. I 
shall be given words with manifold anointing168 to fulfill God's purposes. 
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� The power of the blood of Jesus on my mouth and wor ds: (R)  
I shall be given comforting and encouraging words169 that support and 
strengthen. 
I shall be given words like milk and honey170 that satisfy and bring joy. 
I shall be given words of discernment and distinction171 to reveal and discern. 
I shall be given words of truth172 so that the precious shall be taken out from the 
vile from my mouth173. 
So, my mouth shall be as the mouth of the Lord174, none of its words shall fall to 
the ground. 
 
Put a muzzle to my mouth as long as the wicked are in my presence.176 
Set a guard over my mouth. O Lord; keep watch over the door of my lips177. 
My words that I have put in your mouth will not depart from your mouth, or from 
the mouths of your children, or from the mouths of their descendents from this 
time on and forever, says the Lord. 178 

He shall give me words whenever I open my mouth so that I will fearlessly make 
known the mystery of the Gospel179. 
 
12. MY NECK 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my neck: (R)  
The bondages shall be broken and the yokes shall be destroyed180 
My neck will not be a stiff neck but an abiding neck slain with the knife of 
obedience.181 
So that I may receive the anointing of the Spirit one after the other and I may 
have the anointing oil.182 
Every yoke shall be destroyed and the yoke of Jesus shall be laid upon my neck 
for His yoke is easy and His burden is light.183 

 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my neck: (R)  
Its decoration and armour, the necklaces of the Spirit and the shields of faith, 
shall be completed. 
So that my neck will be like a tower of ivory, decorated by the necklaces of the 
Spirit and the bonds of love.184 
My neck is like the tower of David built for an armoury on which hang shields of 
mighty men.185 

 
13. MY SHOULDERS 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my shoulders: (R ) 
The yoke that burdens me, the bar across my shoulders, and the rod of my 
oppressors you have shattered. 186 
You have removed the burden from my shoulders.187 
Heal me from the effects of the loads and pains.188 
So it will no more be a shrugged isolated shoulder189, but a helpful shoulder with 
one accord.190  So we can carry the ark of the Lord together. 
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� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my shoulders: (R ) 
Their ornaments and their armour, onyx stones and the badges of the 
government, shall be completed.191 
To raise up the tribes of the Lord (like Moses) and fight the fights of the Lord (like 
David).  
 
14. MY ARMS AND HANDS 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my arms, my fore arms and my 

hands: (R)  
Bonds shall be absolved, laziness shall cease192, and every sin shall be purified. 
I wash my hands in innocence193 and tie your words as symbols on my hands. 194 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my arms, my fore arms and my 

hands: (R)  
The arm of the Lord shall strengthen me195, the arm of the Lord leads me196 and 
His arm rules for me.197 
The arms of my hands were made strong by the hands of the Mighty God of 
Jacob.198  My hands shall not go limp, but the feeble hands shall be 
strengthened.199 I have put my hands to the plow I shall not look back.200 
Their ornaments and armour shall be completed, the rings and the bracelets.201 
So my hands shall be full with blessing and help and shall be accompanied with 
authority.202 The work of my hands shall be established203 and the will of the Lord 
shall prosper in my hands. 203 

 
15. JOINTS AND LIGAMENTS 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my joints and li gaments 205 in this 

part so it  will receive the anointing of love related to this part: (R)  [the 
purpose is: communicating love to others] 

Love is not rude206, Love is not proud207, Love keeps no record of wrong208, Love 
does no envy 209, Love is not self seeking.210 
 
16. CHEST, FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my chest, feelin gs and emotions: 

(R) 
Passions and bondages shall be absolved, selfish ambitions shall be abolished, 
fears and disturbances shall be cast away, wounds shall be healed and needs 
shall be satisfied; all feelings and emotions shall be sanctified.211 I shall not be 
withholding my affection but rather open wide my heart. 212 I shall not be cruel but 
tender with compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness and patience.213 I shall 
not be selfish and self-centered, but rather sacrificial, looking not only to my own 
interests but also to the interests of others.214 

My breasts shall be like clusters215 and towers .216 
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� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my chest, feelin gs and emotions: 

(R) 
I shall be filled with the divine love, a pure, strong and steadfast love, a sacrificial 
love that bears pain and a bridal love.217 
Set me like a seal upon your heart, like a seal upon your arm; for love is as 
strong as death, jealousy as cruel as the grave, its flames are flames of fire, a 
most vehement flame.  Many waters cannot quench love nor can the floods 
drown it.218 
 
� The power of the Blood of Jesus on my chest, feelin gs and emotions: 

(R) 
I shall be filled with the love of the brethren and shall love fervently with a pure 
heart219 I shall love not in word or in tongue but in deed and in truth.220 
By this we know love, because He laid down His life for us. And we also ought to 
lay down our lives for the brethren because whoever sees his brother in need 
and shuts his heart from him, how does the love of God abide in him.221 
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